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What Is (and Isn’t) in This Report
In this report, we present our investment thesis on Dropbox, the 
consumer and business online storage provider. We provide an 
in-depth analysis of Dropbox’s business model, revenue potential, 
and operational risks, and also present a variety of valuation 
approaches to help investors make their own decisions about 
Dropbox’s value, now and in the future.

What makes this report unique is that we also share usage metrics 
and consumer attitudes about Dropbox from our proprietary, 
nationwide survey of more than 3,200 online storage users. Our 
aim is to provide one of the most comprehensive research and 
analytics reports to date about Dropbox.

Specifically, here is what you will find in this report:

 Î Discussion regarding Dropbox’s market opportunity, today 
and five years from now

 Î Potential scenarios and events that would give us greater 
confidence in Dropbox’s positive outlook

 Î Investment risks and downside scenarios for investors to monitor 

 Î Proprietary research supporting scenarios and hypothesis

 Î Benchmarking Dropbox’s capital raise track record with public, private, and acquired peers

 Î Historical growth and valuation multiples of public companies to help frame Dropbox’s valuation

Equally important is what you will not find in this report:

 Î A recommendation to buy or sell Dropbox shares

 Î A target price or an implied fair market value for Dropbox shares

 Î Projections highlighting Dropbox’s revenue and operating profits

We believe that very precise calculations of intrinsic company value, if they can be done at all, require detailed 
current and forward-looking financial statements. Such financial statements are unfortunately not publicly 
available for the companies discussed in this report. For this and other reasons, the private market is not a place 
for day traders. Furthermore, we believe that committed, long-term investors who thrive in the private market 
tend to focus less on day-to-day valuation levels. Instead, they focus more on a company’s long-term ability 
to disrupt an industry, bring new technology to market, and achieve audacious goals. SharesPost’s research is 
intended to provide our clients with the data and analysis they need to form a reasonable opinion of a company’s 
future value, should the company achieve those goals.
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Executive Summary 
Dropbox has successfully ridden the wave of growing interest 
in cloud storage. However, it risks being crowded out by large 
providers of personal cloud services. Dropbox needs to create 
differentiation and become the de facto engine for online content 
storing and sharing on all devices and platforms. Although 
Dropbox has been known as a provider of consumer-facing 
online storage solutions, the company has recently transitioned 
to a public cloud-based enterprise file synchronization and 
sharing (EFSS) solution. Our investment thesis is driven by 
the company’s execution and proliferation of an overall next-
generation enterprise content collaboration (ECC) platform. 
We feel optimistic about Dropbox’s execution and track record 
to date, as validated by the continued growth in number of 
consumers and businesses adopting the service. As services 
and products continue their relentless “march to the cloud,” 
Dropbox is well positioned to both capture and accelerate this 
move, from individual consumers to entire enterprises. Dropbox 
is disrupting the file-storage space by providing a best-in-class 
solution for users to easily share, edit, store, and access files 
from any device at any time. The company’s freemium model 
has proven to be a powerful driver of user growth, ultimately 
creating a massive barrier to entry for competitors.

Highlights From Our Proprietary Online Storage Services Survey

In June 2017, we conducted an online survey of U.S.-based internet consumers with the objective of testing 
unaided/aided awareness, usage frequency, and consumer preferences regarding Dropbox and other online 
storage platforms. Our survey also included questions related to users’ willingness to pay a monthly subscription, 
general usage frequency, likes and dislikes, and personal versus work-related usage of online storage services. 
We received roughly 3,200 complete responses, approximately 1,800 of them from Dropbox-registered users. 
In this report, we have included more than 25 charts and graphs highlighting our survey takeaways. The top five 
takeaways include: 

1. Online storage is a universally accepted but competitive market. Ninety-seven percent of 
consumers have used at least one online storage solution, and, on average, consumers use three 
providers to store data online. 

2. Dropbox and Google are two leading providers of online storage among consumers. When 
asked about which providers they use to store data online, 77 percent chose Google, while 74 
percent chose Dropbox. Microsoft, Apple, and Amazon came in at 44 percent, 34 percent, and 26 
percent, respectively. Interestingly, each of these “peers” have a market cap in the range of 45 to 
80 times larger than Dropbox, underscoring competitive dynamics in this space. 

3. Pricing and free storage remain key factors governing consumer adoption. Fifty-five percent of 
surveyed consumers want more free space, and 39 percent want better pricing. The proportion of 
active Dropbox users who would prefer more free space and better pricing is even higher. 

“What are people forced 
to do now because 
what you plan to make 
doesn’t exist yet?  
Email themselves 
attachments. Upload 
stuff to online storage 
sites. Carry around USB 
drives.”
Dropbox Y-Combinator application,  
Summer 2007

http://sharespost.com/
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4. There is a clear overlap between Dropbox personal and enterprise users. Eight percent of 
Dropbox active users have both personal and enterprise accounts, implying a clear synergy 
between Dropbox’s unique B2B and B2C business models. 

5. Dropbox consumer satisfaction rates benchmark below consumer unicorns: Seventy-five 
percent of Dropbox-registered users are satisfied, with the rest being either neutral or dissatisfied. 
This level is marginally lower than Dropbox’s peers, with Uber at 78 percent, Airbnb at 80 percent, 
and Pinterest at 83 percent, per our recent surveys.  

Investment Positives and Upside Catalysts to Track 

Dropbox faces a large and growing market opportunity. Computing, networking, and storage are the three pillars 
of cloud computing. Industry experts believe that storage is undergoing a renaissance, which will likely change 
the way computing and networking inter-operate. Dropbox’s market opportunity remains subject to debate, as 
it is difficult to estimate the growth in both customer adoption and pricing. Our analysis indicates that Dropbox’s 
serviceable market could grow to more than $75 billion in annual spend over the next five years, implying a fairly 
robust and sustainable growth trajectory for key players in the space.

Dropbox benefits from significant secular tailwinds. Key secular trends such as mobility, data growth, and 
movement to the cloud are converging to drive rapid adoption of cloud-based content management tools 
such as Dropbox. These solutions address a number of multibillion-dollar markets across file sync-and-share, 
collaboration, content management, and storage software, although the addressable market is likely significantly 
larger than current spending suggests today, given the value offered to any productivity worker.

Dropbox is a leading cloud-storage brand among consumers. We estimate that, by the end of 2017, Dropbox will 
have registered roughly 650 million consumers online globally. Our survey reveals that 97 percent of American 
internet users have used online storage in the past. Google Drive and Dropbox are the most popular destinations 
for online storage among consumers. Per our survey, we estimate that 57 percent of American internet users have 
registered with and actively used Dropbox in the past year.

Dropbox has an impressive financial track record to date. Dropbox’s recent milestones highlight its impressive 
track record. We are impressed that Dropbox is the only decacorn to have announced it is capable of generating 
free cash flow (as of June 2016) and has reached EBITDA profitability (as of April 2017). Furthermore, IDC research 
reported that Dropbox was the fastest software-as-a-service (SaaS) company to reach $1 billion in annual recurring 
revenues. Our survey highlights a clearly positive bias among personal and business users to spend more on 
Dropbox over the next 12 months, which implies that its ongoing track record is likely sustainable.

Dropbox benefits from several synergies associated with consumer and corporate offerings. As a unique 
company with both B2C and B2B revenue streams, Dropbox benefits from cost and revenue synergies associated 
with product development and sales and marketing. Roughly 500 million Dropbox users work in 8 million 
businesses globally, leading to a clear upsell opportunity. Our survey reveals that 8 percent of active Dropbox 
users have both personal and enterprise accounts. Our analysis of Dropbox’s business customers indicates that 
the company has garnered a fairly even split of businesses across SMBs, mid-size companies, and enterprise 
companies, with “collaboration” and “mobility” ranking among the top reasons for businesses to use Dropbox.

Dropbox remains a potential acquisition target. Dropbox’s success in building out an enterprise-class content 
collaboration platform, coupled with its strong partnership ecosystem and significant anticipated growth in 
cloud-based content/workflow management, could leads investors to believe that the company is an attractive 
acquisition candidate. Given the acquisitive history of the SaaS market – and Dropbox’s unique market positioning 
– we expect some investors to also bring up past acquisitions as a valuation proxy.

http://sharespost.com/
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Dropbox has created a strong partner and developer ecosystem. The Dropbox Partner Network helps resellers 
and developers connect with a solution trusted by 500 million registered users. We believe Dropbox can leverage 
its consumer brand and extensive partner network to enter into new geographies and reduce variable sales and 
marketing spend over the near-term. Dropbox’s recent financial profitability milestones are likely a direct outcome 
of its extensive partner network. 

Dropbox has the highest capital efficiency ratio among large unicorns. Dropbox has raised more than $600 
million in equity capital to date, with a post-money valuation exceeding $10 billion, which translates to a 16x 
multiple on invested capital (MOIC). This number compares favorably to its consumer web peers, which have 
MOICs ranging between 3x and 9x. We believe MOIC can be used as a proxy for current and potential profitability 
as well as the maturity stage of the company’s business model. However, a “glass half empty” interpretation of 
Dropbox’s high MOIC is that its last round valuation was more aggressive compared to its peers.

Investment Negatives and Downside Risks to Monitor

Dropbox faces significant competition. Competition in online storage services for consumers and businesses 
is based on several key factors, including pricing, network size and scale, user engagement potential, product 
innovation capabilities, and long-term value proposition. What makes us marginally more cautious about Dropbox’s 
near-term outlook? Over the past few years, Dropbox’s competitive headwinds from large tech companies have 
strengthened, likely leading to deteriorating marginal unit economics. 

Dropbox has unclear long-term profitability potential. We are encouraged by recent media reports that Dropbox 
has reached two key financial milestones in the past 15 months: FCF break-even in June 2016 and EBITDA 
profitability in April 2017. However, the long-term cost structure and unit economics of online storage companies 
remains unproven and debatable. Over the long-term, as Dropbox shifts from a B2C to B2B sales cycle, we expect 
organic customer acquisition to decline, likely leading to structurally higher spend compared to today’s levels.

There is a growing product commoditization risk. Dropbox’s end markets – namely, online storage – are facing 
product commoditization. Our analysis highlights that 55 percent of surveyed consumers want more free space 
and 39 percent want better pricing. The proportion of active Dropbox users who would prefer more free space and 
better pricing is even higher. Both these factors are fairly commoditized today, so Dropbox may find it difficult to 
achieve higher degrees of separation and differentiation without focused and continuous innovation, which may 
affect its long-term profitability outlook.

Price competition and price sensitivity are relatively high in cloud storage. Price remains a decisive factor in 
the decision-making process of selecting an online storage service provider. While cost per gigabyte continues 
to decline, industry experts believe that the rate of decline is slowing. Over the past five years, large tech vendors 
have been engaged in a price war. Our survey indicates that less than 10 percent of internet users are extremely 
likely to purchase a monthly subscription to online storage services, and that lower price and more free space are 
the top reasons that consumers choose a particular provider.

Dropbox has arrived late to the enterprise market. While Dropbox benefits from managing two revenue streams, 
B2B and B2C, we believe the company continues to play catch-up to its enterprise-focused counterparts. In a 
strategic shift, the company launched Dropbox for Enterprise in November 2015, with compliance, security, and 
collaboration features, along with peripheral services and support.

Enterprise adoption will likely be hindered by compliance and security concerns. While ease of use is an 
important consideration for deploying a file sync-and-share solution, we believe CIOs/CTOs give greater weight to 
factors such as compliance, physical location of stored documents, and data security. Our analysis of compliance 
certification tracking indicates that Dropbox has made significant progress towards regulatory compliance, 
particularly in the U.S., but still trails large vendors’ compliance certifications, particularly for non-U.S. locations.

http://sharespost.com/
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Dropbox faces challenges associated with public cloud reliability and hybrid deployments. Dropbox does not 
support hybrid or on-premises deployment architectures, only public cloud deployments. While Dropbox hasn’t 
self-reported a major outage since January 2014, we believe it continues to face the bandwidth and connectivity 
challenges inherent to public cloud infrastructure. Larger vendors such as Amazon Web Services and Microsoft 
Azure have faced several issues with reliability in the past couple of years, and we think Dropbox might face 
similar growing pains.

Dropbox will likely face conflicting decisions in growing both B2B and B2C segments. While Dropbox benefits 
from the cost synergies associated with running both B2B and B2C products under a single brand, we believe it 
will face critical questions over the next couple of years. We think designing and selling software products to large 
businesses presents different problems than consumer acquisition and retention do.

Dropbox Valuation Framework

Though valuing private-tech growth companies is challenging because of the lack of reliable financial information, 
data and analysis exists that can help guide valuation conclusions. At SharesPost, our valuation framework relies on 
publicly available data points, funding-round-based valuation multiples of private peers, and historical valuation 
ranges of publicly traded comps, as well as the overall market trend since the most recent primary round of 
company funding. As a matter of corporate policy, we do not publish a specific market value for a private company. 
In this report, we have provided a basic framework highlighting the following approaches and have supplemented 
that analysis with the goal of providing clients with the tools and framework they need to triangulate a reasonable 
range of investment values:

 Î Waterfall Model

 Î Multiple On Invested Capital (MOIC) 

 Î Option-Pricing Model

 Î Publicly Traded Comparables 

 Î Mutual Fund Holdings

 Î Secondary Market Transactions

We have also included a hypothetical IPO outcome valuation for Dropbox. This valuation is based on a financial 
model constructed from publicly available data points, layering in reasonable growth assumptions for underlying 
metrics such as number of paying consumers and monthly ARPU, as well as number of businesses, employees 
per business, and monthly revenue per business user. In our upside case scenario, if Dropbox’s 2020 forecasted 
revenue growth exceeds 25 percent and 2020 forecasted profitability exceeds 10 percent (from an adjusted 
EBITDA margin standpoint), we’d estimate that potential public equity investors would assign a mid to high single-
digit EV/revenue multiple on 2020 projections. Our upside scenario leads us to believe that Dropbox could go 
public with a valuation comparable to its most recent private valuation – roughly $10 billion – in about 9–12 
months. 
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Company Overview
Dropbox was founded in June 2007 by Drew Houston and Arash Ferdowsi. According to its original Y Combinator 
application, Drew Houston, frustrated by working from multiple computers, was inspired to create a software 
solution that could synchronize consumer files across computers and essentially replace manual uploads to an 
online storage platform or emailing files as attachments. Today, Dropbox is the leader in cloud-based digital file 
storage and device-agnostic sharing/syncing. Dropbox’s cloud-based platform enables people to securely save, 
share, and sync files across multiple devices and users. In 2014, Dropbox launched its enterprise offering, Dropbox 
for Business, which provides teams with enterprise collaboration and security features.

Dropbox’s popular consumer product, with over 500 million users, creates network effects for its enterprise 
business. Employees who are active Dropbox personal users tend to evangelize the product in their companies. 
Today, Dropbox’s customer base includes a majority of Fortune 500 companies. In January 2017, IDC reported that 

Dropbox became the fastest SaaS business to reach the $1 
billion revenue run rate milestone, ahead of Salesforce and 
Workday. Dropbox is headquartered in San Francisco and 
has an estimated 2,300 employees. 

From a consumer perspective, Dropbox provides a 
straightforward value proposition – online storage and 
sharing of personal files, pictures, videos, and more. Dropbox 
enables users to passively back up personal data in online 
cloud storage as well as to seamlessly sync files across 
devices. We believe Dropbox’s potential lies in helping users 
share and collaborate using secure online data storage. 

From an enterprise or corporate customer standpoint, 
Dropbox is a collaboration platform where employees can 

seamlessly work together and reduce communication overhead. Dropbox’s long-term potential as an enterprise-
software provider lies in allowing businesses to create efficient and highly productive teams by enabling sharing 
and collaboration different from what businesses have seen from generic software solutions to date. 

Despite its substantial potential to grow users and revenues over the long term, Dropbox faces several strategic 
issues moving forward. Dropbox’s faces significant price competition and the company faces significant competition 
from a wide range of incumbents and large tech stalwarts. Furthermore, we are uncertain about Dropbox’s 
profitability potential, despite the recent reports around free cash flow (FCF) and EBITDA profitability. Over the past 
ten years, Dropbox’s growth has been impressive – both in terms of consumer adoption and engagement levels, 
and in term of fundraising and valuation levels. Below, we provide a brief history of key corporate milestones in 
Dropbox’s history.

“Dropbox is a technology 
company that builds 
simple, powerful products 
for people and businesses.”
Dropbox.com

http://sharespost.com/
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Exhibit 1: A Brief Summary of Dropbox’s Corporate History

Date Event

Jun 2007 Drew Houston and Arash Ferdowsi co-found Dropbox

Sep 2008 Dropbox.com is launched publicly 

Oct 2008 Dropbox raises $6 million Sequoia-led Series A funding round

Sep 2009 Dropbox releases iPhone app

Apr 2010 Dropbox releases Android app, iPad app, and Mobile API

Oct 2011 Dropbox raises more than $250 million in Series B funding; announces 45 million users

Nov 2011 Dropbox launches Dropbox for Teams

Aug 2012 Dropbox inks worldwide partnership with Samsung; launches two-step verifi cation

Nov 2012 Dropbox reaches 100 million registered users

Apr 2013 Dropbox renames Dropbox for Teams as Dropbox for Business

Nov 2013 Dropbox reaches 200 million registered users

Jan 2014 Dropbox raises $250 million at $10 billion valuation (Series C funding) 

May 2014 Dropbox surpasses 300 million registered users

Nov 2014 Dropbox announces Microsoft partnership

Jun 2015 Dropbox reaches 400 million registered users

Oct 2015 Dropbox announces partnership with Adobe to simplify work with PDFs

Nov 2015 Dropbox announces Dropbox Enterprise, the new Dropbox Partner Network, and HIPAA compliance

Dec 2015 Dropbox reports 150,000 business customers 

Mar 2016 Dropbox reaches 500 million registered users, unveils its own dedicated storage infrastructure

Jul 2016 Dropbox announces it is free cash fl ow positive and has almost 200,000 business customers

Oct 2016 Dropbox brings in former EA global marketing head as CMO

Dec 2016 Dropbox announces $1 billion revenue run rate

Mar 2017 Dropbox reportedly secures a $600 million credit line

May 2017 Dropbox appoints its fi rst ever CIO, Sylvie Veilleux

May 2017 Celebrating #Dropbox10: 10 ways to tell you’re a superfan

Jun 2017 Dropbox hires former SurveyMonkey/Microsoft COO Tony Ward to lead Australian business

Source: SharesPost Research; $ in millions; Dropbox press release archive; PitchBook; Dropbox certificates of incorporation at State of Delaware

In terms of fundraising, Dropbox has raised about $650 million in total equity capital since its inception. Dropbox 
has also raised an estimated $1.1 billion in debt capital in a couple of tranches. Key early investors include Sequoia 
Capital, Accel Partners, Benchmark, Greylock Partners, Goldman Sachs, and Institutional Venture Partners. Other 
notable investors include BlackRock Private Equity, Salesforce Ventures, Fidelity Investments, MicroVentures, 
Morgan Stanley, Hammerstone Capital, Ron Conway’s SV Angel, and T. Rowe Price. Dropbox completed its most 
recent funding round in January 2014, when the company raised $350 million of Series C venture funding in a deal 
led by BlackRock Private Equity Partners, putting its pre-money valuation at $9.65 billion.

http://sharespost.com/
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Exhibit 2: Dropbox’s Valuation and Funding History 

Source: SharesPost Research; $ in millions; Dropbox press release archive; PitchBook; Dropbox certificates of incorporation at State of Delaware

Another noteworthy element of Dropbox’s story is its ongoing growth in consumer adoption. Over the past couple 
of years, Dropbox’s enterprise adoption has been impressive as well. We illustrate both these trends in the 
chart below. Dropbox announced that the company had reached the 500 million consumers milestone in Q1:16, 
adding an estimated 9–11 million users per month. Subsequently, Dropbox reported that it had reached 200,000 
enterprise customers in Q2:16, adding an estimated 5,000 to 8,000 customers per month.

Exhibit 3: Key Milestones 
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Key Investment Positives 

1) Large and growing market opportunity 

Computing, networking, and storage are the three pillars of cloud computing. Industry experts believe that 
storage is currently undergoing a renaissance, which will likely change the way computing and networking 
inter-operate. Dropbox’s market opportunity remains subject to debate, as it is difficult to estimate the growth 
in both customer adoption and pricing. Our analysis indicates that Dropbox’s serviceable market could grow 
to more than $75 billion in annual spend over the next five years, implying a fairly robust and sustainable 
growth trajectory for key players in the space. 

According to Gartner, annual global spend on cloud computing is projected to increase from $210 billion in 2016 
to more than $350 billion in 2020, attaining a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 19 percent. Seventy-four 
percent of tech chief financial officers (CFOs) say cloud computing will have the most measurable impact on 
their businesses in 2017. We believe cloud platforms are enabling new, complex business models and acting as 
lubricants for global integration networks. Gartner’s annual spend estimates include projections for cloud business 
services, cloud advertising, and cloud infrastructure. 

Exhibit 4: Global Public Cloud Services – Gartner Predicts $383 Billion Spend in 2020 

Cloud business services Cloud advertising Cloud infrastructure
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Source: SharesPost Research; $ in billions; Gartner report published in February 2017 

According to IDC, cloud data center and related services spend will grow from roughly $70 billion in 2015 to 
more than $160 billion in 2020. Public cloud data center spend will account for the majority (60 percent) of this 
spending, while off-premises private cloud environments will represent 15 percent of spending. 

http://sharespost.com/
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Exhibit 5: Global Public Cloud Data Center Services – IDC Predicts $162 Billion Spend in 2020 
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Source: SharesPost Research; $ in billions; IDC report published in 2016

IDC reports estimate that cloud computing still occupies a relatively small percentage of the overall $2 trillion IT 
market. However, cloud computing has been a major contributor to growth in IT spending, growing at 4.5 times 
the rate of IT spending since 2009, and it is expected to grow at more than 6 times the rate of IT spending from 
2015 through 2020. Furthermore, companies derive inherent benefits from adopting cloud computing, benefits 
that would extend to Dropbox’s enterprise customers as well. Cloud computing tends to free up IT resources to 
support business innovation. Investments in cloud computing yield broad benefits for local economies, not to 
mention customers, partners, and cloud providers.

Finally, while analyzing industry estimates, including market size estimates published by Forrester, Gartner, 
and IDC, we observed that industry experts have raised their forecasts for annual spend on cloud computing 
every year for the past five years. 

When it came to specific spend estimates for data storage or data management, we looked at a recent survey 
published by IDG. Both business/data analytics and data storage/data management are projected to lead cloud 
adoption in 2017 and beyond. Twenty-two percent of surveyed organizations predicted that business/data 
analytics would be the leading cloud application area they will migrate to in the next twelve months. Twenty-one 
percent predicted that data storage/data management apps would be a high-priority area for their organizations’ 
cloud migration plans in 2017.

http://sharespost.com/
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Exhibit 6: IDG Survey Says Data Storage, File Sharing Among Top Three Apps to Move to Cloud in Next Three Years 

30% 32% 34% 36% 38% 40% 42% 44%
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Financial Apps

Productivity Apps

Security Management

File sharing and storage

IT Infrastructure Management

Data Storage

Data Analytics

Source: SharesPost Research; 2016 IDG Enterprise Cloud Computing Survey; Highlighted functions overlap with Dropbox’s offerings

Finally, according to Box’s recent investor presentation, the company faces a $45 billion market opportunity. 
This estimate is largely based on Gartner’s report on the EFSS market. Gartner defines the EFSS market as a 
range of cloud-based or on-premises offerings that enable individuals to synchronize and share files (such as 
documents, photos, and videos) across mobile devices and PCs. EFSS offerings enable modern user productivity 
and collaboration scenarios for the creation of a digital workplace. Typical deployment architectures for EFSS 
offerings can be: public cloud, hybrid cloud, private cloud, or on-premises. EFSS offerings may present different 
levels of support for mobility, simplicity, and file productivity. 

While Box has suggested a $45 billion market opportunity, our analysis leads us to estimate that Dropbox’s 
B2B and B2C business model could target an annual spend figure exceeding $75 billion. Key underlying drivers 
behind this growth are the increase in users, data, and applications. At the same time, radical declines in the 
cost of computing, networking, and storage have driven the adoption of cloud-based solutions. Regardless of 
the method used to estimate the size of Dropbox’s addressable market, we believe demand for cloud-enabled, 
mobility-optimized enterprise file sync-and-share, as well as scalable secure content collaboration capabilities, 
will continue to grow at a fairly rapid clip. 

http://sharespost.com/
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Exhibit 7: Box’s Market Opportunity Estimates – $45 Billion and Growing 
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Source: SharesPost Research; $ in billions; Box’s analyst day (2016); IDC Worldwide Forecasts for File Sync & Share, Storage for Public & Private Cloud, Content 
Management Software, Content Collaboration Software, Team Collaboration Applications, BPM Software, Gartner Public Cloud Services Worldwide ‐ 2013‐2019 and 
management estimates for platform. 

2) Significant secular tailwinds 

Key secular trends such as mobility, data growth, and movement to the cloud are converging to drive rapid 
adoption of cloud-based content management tools such as Dropbox. These solutions address a number 
of multibillion-dollar markets across file sync-and-share, collaboration, content management, and storage 
software, although the addressable market is likely significantly larger than current spending suggests today, 
given the value offered to any productivity worker.

First, there is a secular trend toward cloud-based IT 
deployments among enterprises. According to the International 
Data Corporation’s Worldwide Quarterly Cloud IT Infrastructure 
Forecast, total spending on IT infrastructure products (including 
server, enterprise storage, and Ethernet switches) for deployment 
in cloud environments would increase by 16 percent in 2016, to 
more than $37 billion. Public cloud data centers, at 19 percent 
annual growth, will account for the majority of this spending. IDC 
estimates that overall spending on IT infrastructure deployed in 
off-premises cloud environments (public and private) exceeded 
$28 billion in 2016. In comparison, spending on enterprise IT 
infrastructure deployed in traditional, non-cloud environments 
likely declined a solid 2 percent in 2016 but accounted for more 
than 60 percent of spend. 

Over the next five years, IDC expects that spending on IT infrastructure for cloud environments will grow at a 
five-year CAGR of 14 percent, to $61 billion in 2020, or almost 50 percent of the total spending on enterprise IT 
infrastructure. Off-premises cloud environments (public and private) will account for almost 80 percent of this 
amount. Spending on public cloud IT infrastructure will grow at the fastest rate, 15 percent CAGR, while spending 
on non-cloud IT will decline at 2 percent CAGR during the same period. 

“Cloud is one of the major 
options considered by 
end users as they think 
about optimization of 
their IT operations.” 
– IDC Research Director Natalya Yezhkova, IDC report 
on cloud computing (Oct 2016)
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Exhibit 8: IDC’s Global Cloud IT Infrastructure Market Forecast by Deployment Type, 2015–2020 

Source: SharesPost Research; IDC Worldwide Cloud IT Infrastructure Tracker Q4:16

Second, there is a secular trend toward greater demand for cloud-based data storage. According to Cisco’s data 
center storage report, by 2020, the installed capacity of data center (DC) storage will grow to 1.8 ZB, up from 382 
EB in 2015, nearly a five-fold growth. The Cisco report estimates that, by 2020, the total global installed data 
storage capacity in cloud data centers will account for an 88 percent share of total DC storage capacity, up from 
65 percent in 2015. Driven by the Internet of Things, the total amount of data created (but not necessarily stored) 
by any device will reach 600 ZB per year by 2020, up from 145 ZB per year in 2015. 

In personal content lockers, users can store and share music, photos, and videos through an easy-to-use interface 
at a relatively low cost or no cost. Furthermore, the proliferation of tablets, smartphones, and other mobile devices 
allows access to personal content lockers in a manner convenient to the user. The Cisco Global Cloud Index 
estimates that the data created will be two orders of magnitude higher than data stored. In addition, 59 percent 
(2.3 billion users) of the consumer internet population will use personal cloud storage, up from 47 percent (1.3 
billion users) in 2015. Globally, consumer cloud-storage traffic per user will be 1.7 gigabytes per month by 2020, 
compared to only 513 megabytes per month in 2015. 

Exhibit 9: Cisco Forecasts Solid Growth in Consumers and Consumer Storage Needs in the Cloud
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3) Leading cloud-storage brand among consumers 

We estimate that Dropbox will have registered roughly 650 million consumers online globally at the end of 
2017. Our survey reveals that 97 percent of American internet users have used online storage in the past. 
Google Drive and Dropbox are the most popular destinations among consumers for online storage. Per our 
survey, we estimate that 57 percent of American internet users have registered and actively used Dropbox in 
the past year. 

In our consumer survey on online storage habits and 
preferences, we asked a series of questions to gauge 
the overall penetration of online storage services 
among American internet users and the relative 
market share of leading online storage services. 

First, we asked whether survey respondents 
had used an online storage service in the past. 
Unsurprisingly, almost every survey respondent 
had used a website or mobile app to store photos 
or videos online. We also asked survey takers about 
the websites that they used to store photos or videos. 
This question allowed respondents to select multiple 
responses. On average, we noticed that each survey 
respondent selected three options, highlighting the 
lack of product differentiation among online storage 
providers. However, we observed that Google Drive 
and Dropbox were clear market leaders as far as 
consumer adoption was concerned. 

Exhibit 11: “Which of the following websites have you used to store photos, videos, or documents? Select all that apply.”
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Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220: survey conducted in June 2017

Third, we asked all survey respondents about Dropbox. The intention in asking this question was to test two things: 
overall consumer awareness of Dropbox and consumer engagement among Dropbox users. As illustrated below, 
a vast majority of internet users had heard of and used Dropbox at some point in the past. What was interesting is 

Exhibit 10: “Have you used a website or mobile app to 
store photos, videos, or documents online?”

97%
Yes

3%
No

Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220; survey conducted in June 2017
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that a relatively high proportion of registered Dropbox 
users have been active in the past 12 months. In other 
words, about 65–70 percent of registered Dropbox 
users are active users.(We arrived at this range by 
dividing 59 percent by 88 percent, and adding a 
margin of error. Eighty-eight percent represents the 
proportion of survey respondents who either have a 
Dropbox account or have used Dropbox in past 12 
months). 

All in all, combining key observations from the three 
charts above, we estimate that 57 percent of American 
internet users have registered with and actively 
used Dropbox in the past year. Dropbox is building a 
sustainable economic moat around its core business 
using a freemium model. Given the proliferation of 
personal and enterprise data, we believe Dropbox 
should continue to see growing demand from new 
and existing customers alike.

Exhibit 13: Roughly 57 Percent of American Internet Users Are Active Dropbox Users 

97%

72%

57%

Proportion of consumers who have used online storage

Proportion of consumers who have used Dropbox

Proportion of consumers who are active Dropbox users

Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220: survey conducted in June 2017

Finally, we compared the number of mobile app reviews and ratings across key geographies and social media 
platforms. We used this number as a proxy for consumer usage and thus demand for Dropbox services versus 
its peers’ services. Below, we illustrate the number of Dropbox reviews for all versions of its mobile app on the 
Apple iTunes app store as well as the Google Play app store. This data only relates to U.S. mobile app stores. As 
expected, Google Drive was the market leader here. However, this data indicates, surprisingly, that Dropbox likely 
has a more engaged audience than Google Drive.

Exhibit 14: Dropbox Mobile Apps Are a Close Number Two to Google Drive
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Exhibit 12: “Have you used Dropbox to store photos, 
videos, or other types of documents in the past 12 
months?” 

59%
“Yes, I am
an active 
Dropbox user”

29%
“No, I have 
an account on 
Dropbox but 
haven’t used it in 
the past 12 months”

12%
“No, I have never 
used Dropbox”

Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220; survey conducted in June 2017
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4) Impressive track record to date

Dropbox’s recent milestones highlight its impressive track record to date. We are impressed that Dropbox 
is the only decacorn to have announced it is capable of generating FCF (as of June 2016) and has reached 
EBITDA profitability (as of April 2017). Furthermore, IDC research reported that Dropbox was the fastest SaaS 
company to reach $1 billion in annual recurring revenues. Our survey highlights a clearly positive bias among 
personal and business users to spend more on Dropbox over the next 12 months, which implies that its ongoing 
track record is likely sustainable. 

As can be seen in Exhibit 15 below, Dropbox’s revenue run rate reached 
$1 billion over six months before the second-fastest SaaS company 
to reach $1 billion and almost three years before the other four SaaS 
companies that have reached $1 billion. This explosive growth rate, 
coupled with other recent financial milestones, show that Dropbox 
has consistently been able to deliver unprecedented performance 
in key business areas. Along with this growth and exceptional 
performance has come a corresponding increase in praise from firms 
such as TechCrunch and Gartner. The relationship between Dropbox’s 
strengthening fundamentals and company recognition is perhaps best 
illustrated by the company’s progressing position in Gartner’s Magic 
Quadrant for Enterprise File Synchronization and Sharing.

Exhibit 15: Dropbox Has Reached a $1 Billion Revenue Run Rate Faster Than Any Prior Company 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 

Number of Years 
From Product Launch to $1 Billion Revenue Run Rate 

$1Bn 

$750MM 

$500MM 

$250MM 

$0 

Revenue 
Run Rate 

Note: Based on the subscription revenue of the five SaaS 
companies who have reached $1B 

 

Source: SharesPost Research; IDC report published Jan 2017

“This is the fastest-
growing SaaS  
company we have 
 ever worked with.”
– Bryan Schreier, Sequoia Capital, Jan 2017
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According to Gartner’s Magic Quadrant for EFSS, published annually from 2014–2017, Dropbox has clearly 
transitioned to a market leadership position. Dropbox’s transition from a challenger in 2014 and 2015 to an industry 
leader in 2016 and 2017 clearly reflects the company’s path to FCF, EBITDA profitability, and a $1 billion revenue 
run rate. Thus, Dropbox has earned a reputation as one of the most successful start-ups based primarily on its 
fundamental performance and growth. Furthermore, we have reason to expect that this growth is sustainable in 
the near future.

Exhibit 16: Dropbox’s Performance Record Has Directly Translated to Improved Recognition From Gartner
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Exhibit 17 below shows that – when asked, “Over the next year, do you think you will spend more, less, or the same 
amount on Dropbox, as compared to last year?” – 90 percent of respondents stated they would either increase 
or maintain their level of spending on Dropbox over the next year, implying huge potential for continued revenue 
growth. 

It is important to note,  that, while 57 percent of users stated that they would maintain their current level of spending, 
many of these users likely have a free account with Dropbox and therefore spend $0. However, many of the 33 
percent of respondents who expected to increase their spending on Dropbox could also have free accounts and 
therefore represent entirely new revenue sources for the company. 

Exhibit 17: One-Third of Current Dropbox Users Plan to Spend More Over the Next 12 Months 

33%

57%

10%
More Same Less

Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220: survey conducted in June 2017; 1,767 respondents answered this question: “Over the next year, do you think you will spend 
more, less, or the same amount on Dropbox, as compared to last year?”

5) Several synergies associated with consumer and corporate offerings

As a unique company with both B2C and B2B revenue streams, 
Dropbox benefits from cost and revenue synergies associated 
with product development and sales and marketing. Roughly 
500 million Dropbox users work in 8 million businesses 
globally, leading to a clear upsell opportunity. Our survey 
reveals that 8 percent of active Dropbox users have both 
personal and enterprise accounts. Our analysis of Dropbox’s 
business customers indicates that the company has garnered 
a fairly even split of businesses across SMBs, mid-size 
companies, and enterprise companies, with “collaboration” 
and “mobility” ranking among the top reasons for businesses 
to use Dropbox. 

Companies that implement both B2B and B2C products have a deliberate strategy. Industry experts believe 
that, since the B2B market is changing rapidly, it makes a lot more sense today to use a dual strategy. While 
B2B companies were initially slow to adopt e-commerce, today the B2B e-commerce market appears to be 
playing catch-up. Forrester Research estimates that, by 2020, B2B e-commerce will be more than double the 
size of the B2C e-commerce market. The biggest difference in B2B and B2C strategies is in sales and marketing. 
For instance, B2B companies use a primarily sales-driven approach, with longer sales cycles and a clear sales 
hierarchy, and inbound/outbound sales and post-sales processing or service personnel. On the other hand, 
freemium/B2C companies tend to use a primarily self-service or digital-only sales approach, because it offers 
the most leverageable approach over the longer term.

“We have 500 million 
salespeople working in 8 
million businesses.”
  – Dropbox COO Dennis Woodside at Fortune 
Brainstorm TECH, Jul. 2016, on the benefits of a large 
consumer base
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When we asked our survey respondents about 
how they use Dropbox, we were surprised to see 
significant overlap between Dropbox users who 
utilized the service for personal use and those who 
utilized it at their workplace. Our survey shows that 8 
percent of active Dropbox users have both personal 
and enterprise accounts.

When we looked for enterprise-software companies 
with both B2B and B2C businesses, we couldn’t find 
many that had achieved long-term success. For 
instance, Google uses a primarily B2B sales model 
internally, but tends to rely more on a self-service 
approach. Microsoft relies on both types of revenue 
streams but tends to rely more on partners/resellers. 
Box used to have a freemium model, but we believe 
the focus on freemium has declined as the company 
has exclusively focused on B2B sales. Only Adobe 
seems to stand out from the pack. Arguably, Adobe’s 
digital marketing segment is sales-driven and can 
be categorized as B2B. However, its Creative Cloud segment tends to use an online-only or self-service sales 
approach. 

Over the longer term, Dropbox does face the risk that one of its business lines will blur out from management 
focus and end up becoming a cost center. 

Exhibit 19: Dropbox Has Already Garnered an Impressive List of Enterprise Customers
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80%
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Source: SharesPost Research; Airbnb, Uber, and Pinterest survey results published in prior SharesPost reports  

Exhibit 18: “What type of Dropbox account(s) do  
you have?”

79%
Personal

13%
Business

8%
Both

Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220: survey conducted in June 2017; 1,767 
respondents answered this question.
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6) Potential acquisition target

Dropbox’s success in building out an enterprise-class content collaboration platform, coupled with its strong 
partnership ecosystem and significant anticipated growth in cloud-based content/workflow management, 
could lead investors to believe that the company is an attractive acquisition candidate. Given the acquisitive 
history of the SaaS market – and Dropbox’s unique market positioning – we expect some investors to also 
bring up past acquisitions as a valuation proxy.

Dropbox is in a unique position, with excellent product offerings, 
an enormous customer base, extensive APIs, and developer 
partners with leading user experience and security features. All 
these elements make it a highly sought-after company. In spite 
of all the competition, the fact that Dropbox is cash flow positive 
demonstrates how effectively it has managed expenses, which 
makes the company a delight for investors and private equity firms. 
Within a short period of time, Dropbox has gained immense brand 
recognition and $1 billion in revenue, which is unheard of from other 
players in this field. This state of affairs has driven high valuation 
for the company, while its peers, such as Box, are valued at about 
a fifth of its valuation. With the heated competition in the cloud 
infrastructure space, this creates a perfect opportunity for one of 
the big players to acquire Dropbox and add Dropbox’s brand and 
product capabilities to its portfolio.

The software industry has been going through significant consolidation over the past five years, with over 800 
mergers and acquisitions taking place in 2016 alone. This number represents a 45 percent jump from 2012. 
Even the valuations for these acquired companies have significantly increased, with overall deal values reaching 
$130 billion in 2016 – a 45 percent increase from 2012. We believe that the reason for such high valuations and 
increased acquisitions in this space, in addition to macroeconomic reasons, is the growth in enterprise-software 
market prospects.” 

Exhibit 20: Gradual Upward Trend in Number and Aggregate Value of Software M&A Deals 
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Source: SharesPost Research; Shea & Co. reports; company reports

“I don’t regret it. It 
would have been a 
pretty big financial 
mistake.”
– Dropbox CEO Drew Houston on passing on 
Steve Jobs’ acquisition offer in 2008, Jun. 2017 
interview with Business Insider
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In the software M&A landscape, the infrastructure software market (including data centers and storage) has 
seen the heaviest consolidation, second only to business application software. Over the last two years, over 
300 deals have taken place, with over $40 billion in aggregate valuation. Infrastructure costs are significant, and 
businesses have been trying to bring them down through utilizing cloud-based storage models. Companies 
such as Box and Dropbox have been able to gain market share with their superior cloud offerings. However, the 
large enterprise-software vendors have been catching up and growing quickly, either organically or through 
acquisitions, to maintain their market share in the storage space. 

Exhibit 21: Infrastructure-Related Software M&A Deals Are Second Highest in Number and Value
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Source: SharesPost Research; Shea & Co. reports; company reports; charts show deals completed between Q1:15 and Q1:17.

Although the revenue multiples grew in most of the enterprise-software spaces (such as business applications, IT 
security, and information management), the multiples for IT infrastructure have declined significantly, almost by 
half over the last two years. The smaller vendors in the infrastructure space have been challenged by competition 
from the established players, which are quickly catching up with the cloud infrastructure, making it difficult for 
companies such as Dropbox to gain further market share. 

Thus, even with technology leadership in the cloud-storage space, and despite spending over 50 percent of 
their revenues on sales and marketing, the smaller players face difficulties in increasing their market share in the 
enterprise space. Investors realize this scenario is unlikely to change significantly over the next few years, resulting 
in lower multiples for these companies. However, this lower valuation may encourage established players to 
scoop up the promising smaller players and add them to their competitive product portfolios, further deterring 
new entrants into the space.
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Exhibit 22: EV/LTM Revenue Multiples for Sectors in Software M&A Transactions

2015 2016
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Source: SharesPost Research; Shea & Co. reports; company reports; charts show deals completed between Q1:15 and Q1:17. Business Applications includes: advertising 
technology; ERP & business applications; marketing applications; and technical & embedded applications. Information Management includes: business intelligence 
and content management. Infrastructure includes: application delivery & network acceleration; IT operations management; IT security; platforms, development tools 
& deployment; and storage management.

Realizing the huge market opportunity in the enterprise-software space, hundreds of start-ups have offered 
innovative and disruptive solutions through low-cost subscription-based models. The large players, initially 
resistant to this change in business model, have been quick to catch up. With their deep pockets, they have 
been acquiring smaller vendors to avoid the risk of being replaced by a newcomer. Over the past decade,  
three companies – Microsoft, Oracle, and Dell – together have acquired over 250 companies, leading to a 
significant consolidation of the enterprise-software marketplace and helping both the top and bottom lines for 
these companies. In the current macroeconomic landscape, we expect this consolidation to continue in the next 
few years. 

We expect basic file sync-
and-share capabilities will 
continue to be standardized (e.g., 
commoditized) into the enterprise 
data management currently 
supported by traditional IT vendors. 
However, we believe Dropbox’s 
ability to develop value-added 
capabilities, as well as the ongoing 
architectural shifts playing out in the 
data center landscape (e.g., cloud 
and software-defined storage), 
will continue to make Dropbox 
an attractive asset. The company 
seems well suited to become part 
of a larger organization’s cloud 
portfolio. 

We believe Dropbox’s consumer 
focus (translating to best-of-breed ease of use) and vast partnership ecosystem have allowed the company 
to uniquely position itself as a leader in the market. While the traction of competitive solutions from Microsoft, 
Google, and Amazon are important considerations, we believe that Dell, HP, Apple, Oracle, SAP, and others will 
also be potential suitors (though we note we have no specific knowledge of M&A under consideration). 

Exhibit 23: Large Software Companies Have Been Active Consolidators 
Across Many Sectors
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M&A in this market has been sparse, and the success of incumbent IT vendors has been mixed. Aside from acquiring 
initial file sync-and-share capabilities, traditional enterprise vendors have seen fairly muted M&A activity, although 
their R&D budgets/capabilities have since expanded significantly.

In the context of M&A, we believe it is important to understand the makeup and ownership base of the Dropbox 
board. Dropbox has kept the voting rights in the company very tight, within only a few board members, including 
founders Drew Houston and Arash Ferdowski, Sequoia investor Bryan Schreier, former Priceline CFO Bob Mylod, 
and former Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice. Thus, any decisions on M&A need to be approved by this team. 
So far, the company has resisted a takeover, including an offer from Apple few years ago.

We believe it will be important to track the acquisition strategy of pure-play file sync-and-share vendors that are 
targeting further expansion of their feature/functionality suites. We view an acquisition strategy as a necessity for 
emerging vendors looking to transition from a singular application to a file/data management platform. Thus far, 
we maintain a positive view of Dropbox’s M&A strategy, as we believe the company has made targeted, feature-
enhancing acquisitions. Below, we provide a list of the announced acquisitions by Dropbox over the past several 
years. We believe this highlights the targeted, platform-additive motivation behind Dropbox’s acquisitions. Box 
has completed several acquisitions over the past five years, including MexXt, Greply, dLoop, Folders, Crocodoc, 
and Increo Solutions

Exhibit 24: Dropbox Has Acquired More Than 20 Companies in the Past Five Years

Date Company Description

Feb-2012 Cove Group collaboration and communication

Jul-2012 TapEngage Tablet-optimized advertising

Sep-2012 Anchovi Labs Photo album organization and sharing tools

Dec-2012 Snapjoy Online photo storage service and library

Dec-2012 Audiogalaxy Online cloud music player

Mar-2013 Zulip Workplace chat solutions for desktop and mobile

Mar-2013 Mailbox iOS mobile email management app

Jul-2013 Endorse Mobile shopping loyalty app

Sep-2013 Foundry Hiring Human resources startup

Nov-2013 PiCloud Pay-as-you-go cloud computing platform

Nov-2013 Sold iOS mobile app for selling and and shipping items online

Mar-2014 Loom Photo storage and sync service

Mar-2014 Readmill e-book reader for mobile

Apr-2014 Hackpad Document-collaboration web and mobile app

May-2014 Bubbli 3-D technology mobile app

Jun-2014 Parastructure Stealth data analysis software

Jun-2014 MobileSpan BYOD enterprise security

Jun-2014 Droptalk Browser-based content sharing and messaging

Jul-2014 Predictive Edge Technologies Behavioral analytics

Jan-2015 CloudOn Mobile document creation and editing

Source: SharesPost Research; Dropbox press releases; CB Insights; PitchBook
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7) Strong partner and developer ecosystem

The Dropbox Partner Network helps resellers and developers connect with a solution trusted by 500 million 
registered users. We believe Dropbox can leverage its consumer brand and extensive partner network to 
enter into new geographies and reduce variable sales and marketing spend over the near-term. Dropbox’s 
recent financial profitability milestones are likely a direct outcome of its extensive partner network. 

With Dropbox’s comprehensive training and tools partners can be up and running from Day One. Enhanced 
technical enablement between technology partners means superior solutions for resellers and customers alike. 

Dropbox determines a partner’s membership level through its investment in training and sales. Higher levels of 
engagement and performance qualify partners for an advanced level of membership. The program features three 
levels of membership: Registered, Select, and Elite. A Dropbox partner can become certified as a Dropbox Select 
Services Partner or a Dropbox Elite Services Partner. In addition to reselling licenses, partners can expand their 
businesses by becoming certified and selling additional enterprise services. 

While Dropbox is very easy to deploy and use, a customer can increase the return on investment by drawing on 
its expertise in data migration; implementation and deployment; workforce productivity; and custom solution 
development and workflow transformation. Upon completion of the Services Certification requirements, partners 
receive all applicable Services Certification benefits, as well as badging.

Dropbox can take advantage of the rise of emerging markets by using its strengths and overcoming its weakness 
(its low presence in the emerging market). The company can leverage its partnership abilities, strong brand 
perception, and international relations skills to ally with companies in emerging countries. As Facebook did in 
the West, Dropbox could increase its local presence by forging strategic partnerships with social network sites 
in emerging countries. Potential partners could include Sina Weibo, Kaixin001, Qzone, and Renren in China. 
Partnerships with telecom operators are also an option. Dropbox’s brand track record in the U.S. and Europe, as 
well as its product quality, will help in the partnering process.

Exhibit 25: Dropbox Has an Extensive Partner Network

Partners categorized by use-cases for end-users Partners categorized by use-cases for IT Admins

Adobe HubSApot SketchUp Auth0 nCrypted Cloud

Airtable IBM Slack BetterCloud Netskope

Asana IFTTT Smartsheet Bitglass Nuix

Azuqua Imprev Squarespace Bitium Okta

Blackboard Insightly tray.io BitTitan OneLogin

Bluebeam InVision Trello Boxcryptor Palo Alto Networks

Bluescape iStock Turnitin Centrify Ping Identity

Built.io Jimdo Vimeo CipherCloud RSA

Canto JotForm Webdam Cisco Cloudlock Skyhigh

Creative Market Marvel Widen Compass SkySync

DocuSign Microsoft Wix Domo Sookasa

Draw.io Nintex WordPress Forcepoint Spirion

Fieldwire PicMonkey Workfront Guidance Software Splunk

Freshworks PlanGrid Wrike IBM Stormshield

Front Plex Xero Imperva Skyfence Symantec

Getbase Readdle Xpenditure LastPass Tanker

Ginger Labs RingCentral YNAB Looker Data Sciences Tervela

HelloSign Salesforce Zapier Microsoft TITUS

Highspot Samanage Zoho Microsoft  Security Trend Micro

HipChat SendOwl MobileIron Vera

Hootsuite SignEasy Mover VMware AirWatch

Source: SharesPost Research; Dropbox press releases; https://www.dropbox.com/business/app-integrations
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8) Highest capital efficiency ratio among large unicorns 

Dropbox has raised more than $600 million in equity capital to date, with a post-money valuation exceeding 
$10 billion, translating to a 16x multiple on invested capital (MOIC). This number compares favorably to its 
consumer web peers, which have MOICs ranging between 3x and 9x. We believe MOIC can be used as a 
proxy for current and potential profitability as well as the maturity stage of the company’s business model. 
However, a “glass half empty” interpretation of Dropbox’s high MOIC is that its last round valuation was more 
aggressive compared to its peers.

As a first step, we stacked up private company enterprise values next to the capital raised to date. Below, we 
illustrate the comparison across leading private companies. The simple point is that Dropbox has raised less 
capital to date than all of its peers (except Stripe), but its implied valuation is higher than several other peers. 

Exhibit 26: Stacking Up Implied Valuations and Capital Raised by Leading Unicorns

Market cap Total capital raised
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Source: SharesPost Research; company press releases; PitchBook; certificates of incorporation filed at State of Delaware

Exhibit 27 below highlights Dropbox’s outstanding performance in terms of its MOIC when compared with nine 
other leading unicorns. At 16.1, Dropbox has the second highest overall MOIC (1.82 times the average MOIC for 
the other nine companies), surpassed only by Stripe at 20.7. This seems to indicate that Dropbox is more effective 
than its peers at deploying its available resources. This number could also be indicative of the enormous size 
of Dropbox’s potential market, since, unlike many of its peers, Dropbox is able to expand more for every dollar 
invested without exhausting its customer base.
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However, one caveat of using MOIC to make such a determination is that it doesn’t account for capital raised 
by taking on debts. Exhibit 26 above shows the implied valuations compared with total capital, including debt 
financing, raised to date for 10 leading unicorns. Even when accounting for its relatively high proportion of debt 
financing (a D/C ratio of almost 0.7), we can see that the ratio between Dropbox’s implied valuation and total 
capital raised to date is still within a healthy range (comparable to Uber, at a multiple of roughly 5).

Exhibit 27: MOIC Calculated as “Enterprise Value” Divided by “Equity Capital Raised” 

5.7x

9.1x

7.7x 7.5x

2.9x
4.1x

13.5x

8.4x

16.1x

20.7x

Uber Airbnb WeWork Palantir Lyft Spotify SpaceX Pinterest Dropbox Stripe

Source: SharesPost Research; company press releases; PitchBook; certificates of incorporation filed at State of Delaware 
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Key Investment Risks

1) Significant competition

Competition in online storage services for consumers and businesses is based on several key factors, 
including pricing, network size and scale, user engagement potential, product innovation capabilities, and 
long-term value proposition. What makes us marginally more cautious about Dropbox’s near-term outlook? 
Over the past few years, Dropbox’s competitive headwinds from large tech companies have strengthened, 
likely leading to deteriorating marginal unit economics. 

Over the past decade, the big enterprise vendors have 
been challenged by smaller players that have the 
ability to offer innovative, flexible storage solutions. 
The big vendors have always offered on-premises, 
heavy, infrastructure-based products that ensure 
customers will not switch, due to the heavy costs 
involved in moving to a different vendor. However, the 
flexible, cost-effective offerings from vendors such as 
Box and Dropbox have lured away clients and raised 
awareness among the big players. 

Over the past few years, larger enterprises have 
caught up with most of these developments and challenged the smaller players on cost and diverse offerings. 
Since customers have legacy infrastructure from these larger enterprises, it is difficult for the smaller vendors to 
significantly increase their share from where they are today.

The EFSS and ECC markets have significant competitive fragmentation: over 100 large competitors (including 
vendors such as Citrix, Microsoft, and Google) and a long list of small or emerging competitors. We believe 
this fragmentation could create challenges for Dropbox in establishing and retaining brand recognition and 
competitive differentiation. The development of 
Dropbox’s freemium consumer offering, along with 
industry partnerships, will be very important.

For Dropbox to remain competitive, it needs to 
continuously reinvent itself and stay relevant as the 
competition expands their offerings. This will require 
huge investments, which are cost-effective only with 
scale. With the numerous vendors in the storage 
space, Dropbox’s investments in R&D and sales is not 
expected to decrease anytime soon, keeping their 
margins low for quite some time. Additionally, Dropbox 
may find it difficult to compete with companies that 
have deeper pockets and wider brand recognition 
(e.g., Microsoft, Google, etc.), since larger companies 
can heavily discount emerging products in order to 
gain traction or retain customers.

Forrester Research ranks Dropbox as one of the 
leaders in the file-sharing platform space, with 
significant market presence alongside large players 
such as Microsoft, Google, and IBM. Dropbox’s 
partnerships with security providers and HP Enterprise 

 “Any time you want to see what 
Dropbox will do next, look at 
what we did three to five years 
ago.”
 – Aaron Levie, CEO of Box, Nov. 2015

Exhibit 28: Dropbox Featured in Q1:16 Forrester Report

Challengers Contenders Leaders
Strong

Performers

StrategyWeak Strong

Current
offering

Weak

Strong

Box

Dropbox
Google

Huddle

IBM

Intralinks

Microsoft

Thru

Workshare

Market presence

Source: SharesPost Research; Forrester 2016 report.
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have enabled the company to maintain leadership by continuously enhancing its enterprise offerings. Its cloud 
architecture meets the needs and scale of organizations that collaborate on multiple file types with internal and 
external participants. Dropbox’s mobility and ease of use has attracted many new enterprise customers, helping 
Dropbox rapidly increase its market share.

Our survey of over 3,000 customers revealed that Dropbox was one of the most-used applications for consumers’ 
everyday data storage needs, coming in ahead of Apple and Microsoft. Dropbox, with its easy-to-use file-sharing 
system for large videos and photos, has rapidly become the preferred choice among consumers.

Exhibit 29: “Which of the following websites have you used to store photos, videos, or documents?“

0  500  1,000

Survey respondents

 1,500  2,000  2,500  3,000

SugarSync

SpiderOak

iSync

pCloud

Nextcloud

IDrive

Other

Mega

Box

Shutter�y

Amazon

Apple

Microsoft

Dropbox

Google Drive

On average, survey respondents 
indicated that they actively use 
three online storage providers.

Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220: survey conducted in June 2017; 3,050 respondents answered this question.

Below, we have provided a list of some of the large and small cloud infrastructure providers, along with their 
strengths and weaknesses. 

The bigger players, such as Google and Microsoft, offer low pricing and integration with their existing products, 
making it easier for their existing client base to adopt their services. Google, although it does not support on-
premises or hybrid cloud offerings, possesses the global infrastructure and brand recognition that helps it obtain 
and retain clients. 

The other players are able to attract customers from the large players with their specific offerings, such as 
workplace capabilities and complex deployments. Accellion boasts unique security features; Egnyte possesses 
the ability to seamlessly integrate with third-party applications; and Citrix features a hybrid architecture and 
storage model. While Box offers user-centric cloud-based tools, Dropbox specializes in offering extensive APIs 
with developer partners. Some of the challenges for the smaller players, such as limited on-premises offerings, 
are similar across the board, since the smaller players have all developed their business models over cloud- and 
subscription-based offerings. In addition, due to limited resources and infrastructure capabilities, they lack all the 
features customers need.
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Exhibit 30: Online Storage & Enterprise Content Collaboration Platforms – Comparative Analysis

Name Strengths Weaknesses

Accellion • Off ers extensive security features

• Off ers many connectors for back-end integration

• Off ers mobile containers and integrations

• Focused on being customer-oriented

• Accelion is a small, private company with limited resources

• Does not provide hybrid cloud off ering

• Does not integrate with all Big Four software cos. 

• Does not support user-defi ned metadata

Box • Off ers user-centric, cloud-based and mobile tools

• Highly rated data protection capabilities

• Off ers more than 1,000 third-party apps

• Wide range of strategic partners incl. Amazon, Apple, 
IBM, & MSFT

• Core off ering is available only in public cloud

• Limited integration capabilities with on-premise data 
infrastructure systems 

• Potential privacy issue due to metadata storage

• Consumer and B2B user profi les do not work 
seamlessly together

Citrix • Off ers fl exible deployments, through a hybrid architecture and 
storage model

• Off ers security and data protection, including information 
rights management

• Off ers document collaboration and productivity features

• Native connectors are available only for a handful of 
enterprise systems

• Limited sales support and roadmap visibility

• Citrix’s compliance certifi cations are limited

Dropbox • Off ers a fast and reliable desktop synchronization client

• Off ers a content platform with extensive APIs and 
developer partners

• Off ers a well-designed user experience across all major 
device platforms

• Security and administration features enable large-scale 
deployments

• Does not support hybrid or on-premises deployment 
architecture

• Cloud data storage doesn’t off er int’l data residency globally

• Integration with on-premises systems is limited

• Lacks enhanced security features such as content-aware DLP

Egnyte • Off ers platform APIs to integrate diff erent content storage 
off erings

• Integrates with cloud platforms, such as Microsoft Office 365, 
Google Apps

• Off ers flexible, hybrid architecture that separates productivity 
from storage

• Off ers file analysis and analytics with content management

• Does not off er native connectors for all enterprise content 
repositories

• Off ering is technically complex that could lead to extended 
implementation times 

• Language localization is missing for the UI, 
IT administration tools

• Egnyte is a small, private company with limited resources

Google • Global infrastructure allows fast access to data almost 
everywhere

• Google Drive is deeply integrated with Google Apps

• Services can be integrated with existing or new business apps 
through APIs or SDKs

• Available only as a public cloud off ering; no hybrid model 

• Does not fulfi ll compliance requirements for data sovereignty

• Google Drive has poor integration with third-party IT products

Intralinks • The Intralinks platform off ers workspace capabilities for projects 
and teams

• Platform supports security, process management, compliance, 
and reporting

• Off ers info rights management security features

• Does not off er native connectors for integration with enterprise 
content repositories

• Customer satisfaction is sometimes limited

• Does not provide an easy way to set up levels of access to 
employees’  file share

Microsoft • Available as part of Office 365 at no additional cost

• Off ers extensive security features, including isolation of 
data centers

• Off ers extensive user and group management by Offi  ce 365

• Does not support downloading of multiple files or folders from a 
web browser

• Lacks native connectors to all enterprise content repositories 
and business apps

• Management console and sharing controls are limited

Syncplicity • Experience with complex deployments and use cases for large, 
global enterprises

• Off ers rich policy management features to enable IT 
administrators to control access

• Hybrid architecture integrates with network-attached 
storage arrays

• Support for direct content access is limited

• Ecosystem of partners is limited compared with some 
competitors

• Social collaboration capabilities are limited, lacking features 
such as likes, ratings

Source: SharesPost Research; Company Reports; Industry reports published by Gartner, Forrester, and IDC
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2) Unclear long-term profitability potential

We are encouraged by recent media reports that Dropbox has reached two key financial milestones in the 
past 15 months: FCF break-even in June 2016 and EBITDA profitability in April 2017. However, the long-term 
cost structure and unit economics of online storage companies remains unproven and debatable. Over the 
longer-term, as Dropbox shifts from a B2C to B2B sales cycle, we expect organic customer acquisition to 
decline, likely leading to structurally higher spend compared to today’s levels. 

Given what we believe will be a rapidly evolving competitive landscape, which could include bundled offerings 
from significantly larger companies (e.g., Google, Amazon, Microsoft, Citrix, etc.), Dropbox’s path to profitability 
faces a high degree of challenge. We believe Dropbox will need to continually evolve and deepen its competitive 
positioning through investments in product development, while also developing a strong, dedicated, direct-
driven go-to-market engine. We believe the long-term evolution of the Dropbox platform beyond file sync-and-
share will be critical. The deepening of the content collaboration and workflow platform and application-level 
integration needs to be a key focus. 

Dropbox’s CEO has said that the company is now generating a profit, excluding interest, taxes, depreciation, 
and amortization – a key metric that investors are watching as the file-sharing software maker moves closer to 
becoming a public company.

Although the company has been quite successful in the consumer market, driving them to a positive EBITDA, the 
enterprise market poses different challenges with significantly different switching costs, which will require Dropbox 
to apply a different business strategy as it adjusts to higher customer acquisition costs. The enterprise market also 
requires greater investment in product innovation to cater to the business market, where scale, collaboration, and 
security are critical for wider acceptance. Dropbox also needs additional investment in its sales force to persuade 
enterprise customers to switch to Dropbox products. These investments can drive down margins in the short run 

until the company gains enough scale to break even 
and start becoming profitable.

Box, which went public in 2015, has been burning cash 
for the past seven years and is expected to continue 
to do so to keep up with competition from established 
players. The company has been able to bring down 
its product costs but has also increased its spend on 
R&D and sales to create and market newer products. 
The company is finally getting to a positive cash flow 12 
years after it was founded. Compared to Box, Dropbox 
has become FCF-positive at a much faster rate (Box was 
still cash flow negative at the end of Q2:17). Compared 
to Box, Dropbox has been enjoying better margins on 
its products. 

We believe Dropbox’s spend on successful brand campaigns could be one of the reasons for its lower customer 
acquisition costs, helping it achieve lower operating expenses. However, these expenses are expected to rise as 
the company seeks to expand into the enterprise sector where switching costs are high.

“It’s rare for software 
companies to be operating 
at our scale with our level of 
profitability and to be growing 
at the rate that  
we are.” 
– Drew Houston, Bloomberg TV, Apr. 2017
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Exhibit 31: Over the Past Five Years, Box Has Reported Negative Op Margins and Burned Cash 
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Source: SharesPost Research; Box.com public reports; Wall Street reports and estimates 

Box is similar to the other software vendors in the enterprise business, in that it has to spend an enormous portion 
of its budget on attracting customers who currently use legacy infrastructure applications. For customers to 
overcome switching costs and explore other vendors, the new product offerings must be worth the investment. 
Thus, software vendors must make heavy investments in product sales and marketing, providing promotional 
offers and making customers aware of new offerings. 

Box’s sales force has been growing proportionally to its revenues but is expected to grow at a slower rate as 
customers realize and appreciate its product capabilities. Box has consistently been able to reduce its sales and 
marketing expenses, from over 166 percent of its revenues in FY 2013 to around 58 percent by the first half of 
2017. That figure represents a significant improvement that can lead Box to profitability much sooner. We believe 
Dropbox will show a similar trend in its sales expenses until it gains a sufficient customer base over the next 2–3 
years. 

Exhibit 32: Box’s Sales and Marketing Spend Declines as Percent of Revenue, but Still Stays Very High 
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3) Growing product commoditization risk

Dropbox’s end markets – namely, online storage – are facing product commoditization. Our analysis 
highlights that 55 percent of surveyed consumers want more free space and 39 percent want better pricing. 
The proportion of active Dropbox users who would prefer more free space and better pricing is even higher. 
Both these factors are fairly commoditized today, so Dropbox may find it difficult to achieve higher degrees 
of separation and differentiation without focused and continuous innovation, which may affect its long-term 
profitability outlook.

Advances in software and hardware manufacturing (such as memory, storage, and processors) have translated 
into cheaper data center costs. In addition, price wars among web-scale cloud vendors such as Amazon Web 
Services, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud have further driven down costs. 

As seen in Exhibit 33 below, survey respondents who choose to use online storage services other than Dropbox 
make their choice primarily based on cost and the extent of available free storage offerings, rather than on the 
quality or features of the services themselves. Thus, it would seem that Dropbox and its competitors are faced 
with a choice: Either radically innovate in order to achieve sufficient differentiation and separation, or accept the 
commoditization of online storage services and engage in never-ending price warfare.

Exhibit 33: “Select all the reasons why other service is better than Dropbox.”  

8%

8%

12%

14%

19%

19%

19%

26%

39%

55%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Other

More compliance via third-party regulatory �rms

Better terms and conditions

Better customer service

More integrations with third party apps

More cross-device accessibility features

Better collaboration tools

More safety and security features

Better pricing

More free space

Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220: survey conducted in June 2017; 3,011 respondents answered this question, including active and registered Dropbox users. 
Chart includes responses from 351 survey respondents who use other services and were asked this question with identical option choices: “Select all the reasons why 
other service is better than Dropbox.”

Predictably, this trend holds for Dropbox users (both active and inactive). As seen in Exhibit 34 below, over half of 
respondents in all categories stated that Dropbox needs to offer more free space in order to entice them to use 
the service more actively. Additionally, over one-third of respondents in all categories stated that Dropbox needs 
to offer better pricing to entice them to use the service more actively.
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Exhibit 34: “What does Dropbox need to do so you will use the service more actively?”

39%

55%

40%

61%

35%

52%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Better pricing

More free space

Dropbox registered/inactive users Dropbox active users All survey respondents

Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220: survey conducted in June 2017; 3,011 respondents answered this question, including active and registered Dropbox users. 
Chart includes responses from 351 survey respondents who use other services and were asked this question with identical option choices: “What does Dropbox need 
to do so you will use the service more actively?”

Despite the ubiquity of these demands, Dropbox does 
not seem interested in appeasing current Dropbox users 
or enticing new users by offering an ever-increasing 
supply of free storage.

Instead, the company is strategically honing its value 
proposition as it looks to direct resources to its core 
file-sharing and collaboration service. For instance, in 
recent years Dropbox has shut down two of its popular 
apps – the photo-sharing app Carousel and the email 
management tool Mailbox. Support for Mailbox, 
which Dropbox acquired in March 2013 for around $100 million, ended in Q1:16. Carousel, a stand-alone photo 
management app that launched in 2014, was also closed down in 2016. Dropbox suggested that it would include 
“key features” from Carousel in the Dropbox app and integrate enhancements gleaned from Mailbox. 

We believe competing offerings from Google, Microsoft, 
and Box contributed to the decision to shut down these 
apps. In addition, by canceling these apps, the company 
prevented undesirable cannibalization effects on the 
Dropbox application – the company’s key consumer 
product.

Overall, commoditization will remain a looming threat 
to Dropbox and its peers, but the company will strive 
to maintain a differentiated position with desirable 
proprietary premium offerings for both consumers and 
corporate customers for as long as possible.

“We are not going after the 
commodity portion of the 
public cloud.”
– Drew Houston, Bloomberg TV, Apr. 2017

 “For all file sync-and- 
share vendors trying to escape 
commoditization, focus is 
surely the name  
of the game.”
– 451 Research Principal Analyst Chris Marsh
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4) Price competition and price sensitivity relatively high in cloud storage

Price remains a decisive factor in the decision-making process of selecting an online storage service provider. 
While cost per gigabyte continues to decline, industry experts believe that the rate of decline is slowing 
down. Over the past five years, large tech vendors have been engaged in a price war. Our survey indicates 
that less than 10 percent of internet users are extremely likely to purchase a monthly subscription for online 
storage services, and that lower price and more free space are the top reasons that consumers choose a 
particular provider. 

Exhibit 35: “Currently, there are several products in the marketplace that offer online storage of photos, videos, and 
other documents for a monthly subscription fee. How likely are you to pay a monthly subscription fee for such a storage 
product?” 

43%
Not at all likely

37%
Moderately or 
somewhat likely

37%
Extremely or 
very likely

Consumers’ willingness to pay 
for online storage is fairly low. 
Less than 10 percent of 
surveyed consumers are 
“extremely likely” to pay a 
monthly subscription fee.

Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220: survey conducted in June 2017; 3,050 respondents answered this question, including active and registered Dropbox users; 
sum total may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

Exhibit 35 demonstrates that the vast majority of internet users are currently unwilling to purchase monthly 
subscriptions to online storage services. This finding, however, does not indicate an utter unwillingness to pay 
for such services. 

As can be seen in Exhibit 36 below, only 28 percent of surveyed internet users were unwilling to purchase online 
storage at any price. Of the remaining 72 percent of respondents, 53 percent placed the value of such services at 
less than $5 per month, and only 20 percent were willing to pay more than $5 per month. 

Such dismal valuations are likely due to two main factors. First, recent years have seen a proliferation of online 
storage providers, including Dropbox, offering limited online storage capacities for free. We speculate that these 
capacities, limited though they may be, have so far been sufficient or mostly sufficient for the online storage needs 
of many users. Second, previously exclusive features, such as file sync-and-share capabilities, are becoming 
commoditized; they are also becoming a standard offering for enterprise storage solutions. We believe such 
standardization will drive increased competitive pricing concerns. 
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Exhibit 36: “When considering to pay a monthly subscription fee for storing photos, videos, and documents, what 
amount are you willing to pay for such a service (assuming you get unlimited storage capacity)?”   
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Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220: survey conducted in June 2017; 3,050 respondents answered this question, including active and registered Dropbox users.

On the right-hand side of Exhibit 37 below, we show a breakdown of the monthly costs of a Dropbox subscription 
for current Dropbox users. Interestingly, a full 69 percent of current Dropbox users paid more than $5 per month 
for their subscriptions (with an average price of $8.25), in stark contrast to the 20 percent of general respondents 
who were willing to do the same. This means that, in a largely undifferentiated market with low switching costs, 
Dropbox’s competitors still have room to claim market share from Dropbox’s current and potential subscribers if 
they can significantly undercut the company’s prices. 

Exhibit 37: An Estimated 15 Percent of Registered Dropbox Users Pay Roughly $8.25 per Month 
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Source: SharesPost Research; N = 3,220: survey conducted in June 2017; 2,660 respondents answered the question on the left-hand side, including active and 
registered Dropbox users; 409 Dropbox paid subscribers answered the question on the right-hand side; sum total may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

This raises the question: Just how far can Dropbox and its competitors cut prices without permanently destroying 
their margins? The two important factors in this determination are: (1) the rate at which the market for online 
storage will grow, and (2) the cost required to provide said storage. 
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Industry experts have predicted that overall data will grow 50 times over between 2015 and 2020. That’s quite 
a challenge for the storage industry, especially as the cost per gigabyte curve for hard drives flattens out. 
Improvements in existing storage technologies (e.g., helium, HAMR) along with future technologies (e.g., Quantum 
Storage, DNA) remain works-in-progress. However, we can’t help but wonder whether storage providers will be 
forced to continue to cut prices just to keep relative storage costs constant despite the growth in data. 

As shown in Exhibit 38 below, the average cost per gigabyte of a hard drive is declining. For example, from January 
2009 to January 2011, the average cost for a hard drive decreased 45 percent, from $0.11 to around $0.06 per 
gigabyte. From January 2015 to January 2017, the average cost decreased 26 percent from $0.038 to $0.028 – 
just $0.01 per gigabyte. This means that the declining price of storage will become less relevant in driving the cost 
of providing storage. 

Exhibit 38: Average Cost per Gigabyte Has Continued to Decline  

Source: SharesPost Research; Backblaze.com’s July 2017 report; https://www.backblaze.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/chart-cost-per-drive-2017.jpg 

Ultimately, since the cost of providing storage is likely to level out, Dropbox will find itself in a tough position. While 
competitors with vast resource pools and other sources of revenue (such as Google, Amazon, and Microsoft) can 
continue to cut costs or even engage in irrational pricing strategies, Dropbox has a limited ability to do the same. 

Below, Exhibit 39 shows the cycle of cost-cutting among leading cloud-storage providers for the past five years. 
It remains to be seen whether the cost-cutting will slow as hard drive costs stabilize; the possibility that it will not 
represents substantial risk for Dropbox.
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Exhibit 39: Leading Cloud-Storage Providers Have Cut Prices Continuously Over Past Five Years 

Date Company Description

Feb-2012 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Extra savings for more data storage above 50TB/500TB

Nov-2012 Amazon Web Services (AWS) S3 storage cheaper by 24–28% 

Nov-2012 Google Drive Google responded to Amazon's price cuts 

Jan-2013 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Storage price dropped by 10–20%

Apr-2013 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Another price cut announced by AWS

Jul-2013 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Price reduction for dedicated EC2 instances

Mar-2014 Google Drive First 15GB is free; price drop for 100GB tier

Apr-2014 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Reduced prices for Reserved Instances

Aug-2014 Dropbox Reduced prices by 90% on Dropbox Pro

Mar-2015 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Unlimited cloud storage for $4.99 per month 

May-2015 Google Drive Google matched Amazon's price cuts 

Sep-2015 Microsoft Azure Lower prices for compute and networking resources 

Jan-2016 Microsoft Azure Announces price cuts of 10–15% for Windows servers 

Jan-2016 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Roughly 5% price cut across the board 

May-2016 Dropbox Reduced pricing for specifi c verticals/use cases such as education 

Oct-2016 Microsoft Azure Reduced Azure Virtual Machine pricing by 50%

Feb-2017 Microsoft Azure Reduced storage pricing by 50% 

Apr-2017 Dropbox 1TB storage for $99/year (Dropbox Plus) 

May-2017 Amazon Web Services (AWS) Lowered prices for Linux servers and storage

Jun-2017 Google Drive Reduced pricing for IoT device storage needs 

Source: SharesPost Research; company reports; press releases

5) Late arrival to the enterprise market

While Dropbox benefits from managing two revenue streams, B2B and B2C, we believe the company continues 
to play catch-up to its enterprise-focused counterparts. In a strategic shift, the company launched Dropbox 
for Enterprise in November 2015, with compliance, security, and collaboration features along with peripheral 
services and support. 

The enterprise market is a strategic priority for Dropbox, 
whose customer base in large enterprises and SMBs 
has been growing. Dropbox launched its first business-
related solution in 2011, in the form of Dropbox for 
Teams, which was rebranded as Dropbox for Business 
in 2013. The company provides what we view as a pro 
consumer product, consisting of a public cloud-only 
offering focused on ease of use. Dropbox for Business 
combines the best features of its consumer solution with 
control, enterprise-focused security, and extended APIs. In December 2014, Dropbox released the Dropbox for 
Business API, as well as more than 20 enterprise integrations. The Dropbox for Business architecture is centralized 
on a desktop sync client, while administrators have a high degree of control regarding sharing, link management, 
and team membership. 

In November 2015, Dropbox launched Dropbox for Enterprise. We believe the company’s enterprise team is 
expanding, with experts joining from various IT markets. Dropbox for Enterprise is intended for larger organizations 
that require additional security management and control features beyond those in Dropbox Business. The broad 
adoption and preferences by individual consumers drove Dropbox’s expansion in the enterprise market. Dropbox 
for Business helps IT departments convert personal usage into regular IT services and regain control of their data.

“We fundamentally 
redesigned Dropbox from the 
ground up.”
– Drew Houston, Jan. 2017 
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In early June 2015, Dropbox reported that over 100,000 companies were utilizing Dropbox for Business, including 
Yahoo!, Hyatt, Spotify, Hard Rock Cafe, and Under Armour. We believe investors will likely question Dropbox’s 
ability to compete in the enterprise market, as many view the company as playing catch-up to Box and others in 
the space. The long-term challenge facing Dropbox is that, in its strategy switch, the company continues to face 
stiff competition in an already-crowded enterprise market, and must aggressively compete for business accounts 
with features and pricing. Additionally, Dropbox will need to continue to do this while keeping its foothold in the 
consumer market. 

6) Enterprise adoption hindered by compliance and security concerns

While ease of use is an important consideration for deploying a file sync-and-share solution, we believe 
CIOs/CTOs give greater weight to factors such as compliance, physical location of stored documents, and 
data security. Our analysis of compliance certification tracking indicates that Dropbox has made significant 
progress towards regulatory compliance, particularly in the U.S., but still trails large vendors’ compliance 
certifications, particularly for non-U.S. locations. 

We believe data storage compliance remains an important consideration for organizations looking to deploy 
file sync-and-share solutions. For example, a U.S. hospital operated under the Heath Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA) regulations and synchronizing personal identifiable information of patients has more 
compliance issues to consider than a large university offering file sync-and-share capabilities for its students. 
The location of stored documents/data (e.g., on-premises or in the cloud, data center location or data’s country 
of origin) remains a significant compliance consideration, as does the effectiveness of encryption mechanisms 
and data loss prevention (DLP). In particular, public cloud deployments, which are multi-tenant and managed 
completely by a provider (such as Amazon or Dropbox), store all customer data in off-premises data centers. Most 
file sync-and-share providers have started and continue to offer public cloud storage capabilities for the data 
placed on their platform. 

According to Gartner, Dropbox lacks enhanced security features, such as content-aware DLP and built-in DRM, 
although they are supported through partners that use the Dropbox API. 

For context, DLP systems prevent the transmission of proprietary or confidential information to unauthorized 
recipients. Digital rights management (DRM) systems have evolved over the past 10 years with the advent and 
proliferation of copyrighted digital media. Cloud-storage providers utilize diverse approaches, including digital 
watermarks, encryption, and hardware specifically designed for copyrighted material. 

We believe Dropbox’s ability to support a wide array of compliance standards will be an increasingly important 
consideration as it looks to gain traction with its industry-targeted solutions. Since early 2016, Dropbox has made 
significant progress towards regulatory compliance, but it lags behind large vendors for compliance approvals 
outside the U.S.
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Exhibit 40: Comparing compliance and regulatory approvals for online storage providers

Certifi cation /Standard Dropbox Box
Microsot 
OneDrive

Syncplicity Citrix ShareFile
Amazon 

WorkDocs
Google Drive

APEC Cross Border Privacy Rules       

CJIS       

DoD CSM Levels 12, 35       

EU Model Clauses       

FedRAMP       

FERPA        

FISMA       

HIPAA        

HITECH       

CSA STAR Level I       

CSA STAR Level II       

Safe Harbor (U.SEU & Swiss)       

Section 508/VPAT       

SOC I        

SOC II        

SOC III       

SSAE 16 (SAS 70 Type II)       

ISAE 3402       

COPPA        

SEC 17a4       

FINRA       

ISO 27001       

ISO 27017       

ISO 27018        

ISO 22301        

ISO 9001       

1RUSTe       

UK G Cloud Approval       

PCI DSS       

GDPR        

TÜV Rheinland Cloud Security Certifi cation       

FIPS 1402       

Privacy rules for protecting Private Health Information (PHI)       

EU Directive 95/46/EC       

MPAA       

FISC (Japan)       

MTCS       

NZ CC Framework       

SHARED ASSESSMENTS       

Japan My Number Act       

Argentina PDPA       

CSACCM       

CS Mark (Gold)       

DISA       

ENISA IAF       

FDA 21 CFR Part 11       

C5 [Germany]       

Cyber Essentials Plus [UK]       

DoD SRG       

MLPS Level 3 [China]       

GLBA       

IRS 1075       

ITAR       

U.K. DPA 1988       

CISPE       

EU Data Protection Directive       

Privacy Act [Australia]       

Privacy Act [New Zealand]       

PDPA 2010 [Malaysia]       

PDPA 2012 [Singapore]       

PIPEDA [Canada]       

Spanish DPA Authorization       

CIS       

ICREA       

IT Grundschutz [Germany]       

MITA 3.0       

NIST       

PHR       

Uptime Institute Tiers       

GxP       

CCSL (IRAP)       

ENS Spain       

SharesPost Research; Company Reports; https://www.dropbox.com/business/trust/compliance/certifications-compliance; https://www.box.com/en-gb/security/
governance-and-compliance; https://products.office.com/en-us/business/office-365-trust-center-compliance-certifications; https://www.syncplicity.com/
features/#security; https://cloud.google.com/security/compliance; https://www.citrix.com/content/dam/citrix/en_us/documents/products-solutions/citrix-
sharefile-enterprise-a-technical-overview.pdf
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7) Challenges associated with cloud reliability and hybrid infrastructure 

Dropbox does not support hybrid or on-premises deployment architectures, only public cloud deployments. 
While Dropbox hasn’t self-reported a major outage since January 2014, we believe it continues to face the 
bandwidth and connectivity challenges inherent to public cloud infrastructure. Larger vendors such as 
Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure have faced several issues with reliability in the past couple of 
years, and we think Dropbox might face similar growing pains. 

While software-as-a-service (SaaS) has become an 
established delivery model, larger enterprises continue 
to cite security concerns as a reason for not adopting 
SaaS/cloud solutions. Many verticals, especially 
financial services, have been reluctant to store data 
outside their organizations (for instance, PCI regulations 
impose specific restrictions). Recent events have also 
increased privacy concerns, especially for international 
customers. 

Dropbox does not support hybrid or on-premises deployment architectures. Despite the new EMEA data location 
capability, Dropbox still keeps its metadata in the U.S. data center, limiting flexibility for companies that have data 
sovereignty requirements. 

Exhibit 41: Websites Track Outages of Online Storage Companies, Including Dropbox

Source: SharesPost Research; DownDetector.com; http://downdetector.com/status/dropbox/map/

It is clear from Exhibit 41 above that outages are by no means uncommon. Exhibit 42 below provides a more 
detailed picture of reported outages over the past five years. For many enterprise-level customers, online-only 
storage options will not become viable solutions until outages can be all but eliminated. For other customers, 
online-only options might never be viable for security or sovereignty reasons. 

Possible solutions to some of these problems include private or hybrid cloud network deployments. Since some 
of Dropbox’s competitors offer private or hybrid cloud deployment services, businesses and institutions that need 
to keep their data secure while, for instance, virtualizing their computing will likely remain out of reach for Dropbox. 
The loss of these customers is likely much more damaging than the loss of consumer customers, since the 
adoption and switching costs for enterprise networks are much higher than for private consumers.

“On Friday evening our service 
went down during scheduled 
maintenance… core service 
fully restored on Sunday.”
Outage post-mortem blog on Dropbox.com, Jan 2014
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Exhibit 42: Leading Cloud Service Providers That Have Reported Outages 

Date Service Provider Location Description

Apr-2011 Amazon (AWS) U.S. Database upgrade glitch led to outage 

Sep-2012 GoDaddy U.S. Millions of websites aff ected by DNS storage outage

Feb-2013 Microsoft U.S. Expired SSL certifi cate led to outage

Jan-2014 Dropbox Global Failed system upgrade led to outage for couple of days 

Mar-2015 Apple U.S. iCloud services unavailable 

Jun-2015 Alibaba Hong Kong Severed internet cable

Oct-2015 PayPal/eBay Inc. Global Power outage

Jan-2016 GitHub Unknown Power outage

Mar-2016 Salesforce.com Europe Storage hardware failure

Apr-2016 Google All regions Lost external connectivity for 18 minutes

May-2016 Rackspace Dallas Switching loop issue aff ected network traffi  c

Aug-2016 Google U.S. Multiple maintenance updates led to two-hour outage

Oct-2016 AWS, IBM U.S. Cyber attack

Jan-2017 IBM Brazil Power outage

Jan-2017 IBM Worldwide Service outage due to planned update to the interface

Feb-2017 Amazon (AWS) U.S. Six-hour outage due to failure in storage in East Coast data center

Mar-2017 Microsoft Atlanta, GA Weather-related outages 

Mar-2017 Microsoft Japan Cooling issue in datacenter

May-2017 Interactive Melbourne Fire resulted in partial shutdown of a data center in Port Melbourne

Jun-2017 Apple Global iCloud storage unavailable for device owners 

Jul-2017 Internap U.S. System-wide outage for roughly an hour.

Source: SharesPost Research; company reports; press releases 

8) Challenges associated with growing both B2B and B2C segments 

While Dropbox benefits from cost synergies associated with running both B2B and B2C products under a 
single brand, we believe it will face critical questions over the next couple of years. We think designing and 
selling software products to large businesses presents different problems than consumer acquisition and 
retention do. 

Dropbox is a broadly popular solution with an estimated 
600 million registered consumers today. The product 
has a streamlined user interface and has been built 
from the ground up for individual users. Over the past 
couple of years, Dropbox has launched its business 
product with a market position of facilitating, sharing, 
and collaborating across teams. However, because 
Dropbox was developed as a solution for consumers, 
it might fail to provide the scalability, enterprise-grade 
security, and auditing that are crucial for businesses. 

Dropbox has been designed without a centralized 
administration philosophy, which puts the individual 
in control of file access rules. The files and folders in 
users’ Dropbox for Business account are not accessible 
to teammates or IT unless they are deliberately shared.

“Dropbox’s reputation as a 
consumer player occasionally 
raises concerns about its 
ability to support large 
organizations.”
Gartner Magic Quadrant for Enterprise File Synchronization and 
Sharing, Jul. 2017
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1. Technical support is not always timely: The support “workflow” does not always meet the 
expectations of a big company with regard to escalation, support administrators, service-level 
agreements (SLAs), and tiered levels, for example.

2. Turnkey integration with corporate data infrastructure and applications is poor. For example, 
integration with Microsoft SharePoint, IBM FileNet, and OpenText Documentum and Content 
Server is missing. 

3. Dropbox does not support hybrid or on-premises deployment architectures. Despite the new 
EMEA data location capability, metadata is still kept in the U.S. data center, limiting flexibility for 
companies that have data sovereignty requirements.

Exhibit 43: Competitors Such as Egnyte Highlight Issues With Data Privacy in Consumer/Business Accounts

Source: SharesPost Research; Egnyte.com white paper, “Comparing Dropbox and Egnyte,” https://pages.egnyte.com/rs/egnyteinc/images/Comparing_Dropbox_
and_Egnyte.pdf  

In addition, we would highlight that Dropbox consumer satisfaction rates are marginally lower that its unicorn 
peers. While this may be a function of Dropbox’s end market and category of product offering, we can’t help 
but theorize that these satisfaction rates are probably due to Dropbox’s comingling of consumer and business 
product road maps over time. 

Exhibit 44: Dropbox Satisfaction Rates Marginally Lower Than Unicorn Peers, per SharesPost Surveys

83% 80% 78% 75%

17% 20% 22% 25%

Pinterest Airbnb Uber Dropbox

Satis�ed Neutral or Dissatis�ed

Source: SharesPost Research; Airbnb, Uber, and Pinterest survey results published in prior reports  
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Proprietary Online Storage Consumer Survey
In June 2017, we conducted an online survey of U.S.-based internet consumers with the objective of testing 
unaided/aided awareness, usage frequency, and consumer likes/dislikes about Dropbox and other online storage 
platforms. Our survey also included questions related to willingness to pay a monthly subscription, general usage 
frequency, feature likes and dislikes, and personal versus work-related usage of online storage services We 
received roughly 3,200 complete responses, approximately 1,800 of them from Dropbox registered users. In this 
report, we have included more than 25 charts and graphs highlighting our survey takeaways. 

We used SurveyMonkey to construct the survey logic, and used the SurveyMonkey audience as well as Amazon 
Mechanical Turk’s survey tools to gather responses from the respective panels. Our survey was divided into three 
parts: people who indicated to be active users of Dropbox, people who indicated to be registered but inactive 
users of Dropbox, and people who had never used Dropbox but use other online storage providers.  

Below we illustrate a flowchart of our survey logic: 

Exhibit 45: Online Storage Consumer Survey – Logic and Flow chart

 

 

Have you used a website 
or a mobile app to store 

photos or videos or 
documents online?

Dropbox active users
related questions

Do you use Dropbox for
personal or business use? 

59%
of survey respondents used 
Dropbox in past 12 months

29%
of survey respondents

have registered but not 
used in past 12 months

12%
of survey respondents

have never used Dropbox

Dropbox active 
consumers 

Other consumers

Generic online storage 
preference questions

 

Dropbox registered users 
related questions

Generic online storage 
pricing and satisfaction 

questions

Dropbox active 
business users

Have you used Dropbox to 
store photos, videos or 

other types of documents 
in the past 12 months?

Source: SharesPost Research; survey conducted in June 2017 using SurveyMonkey and Amazon Mechanical Turk
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Dropbox Valuation Framework 
Though valuing private-tech growth companies can be challenging because of the lack of reliable financial 
information, data and analysis exists that can help guide valuation conclusions. At SharesPost, our valuation 
framework relies on publicly available data points, funding-round-based valuation multiples of private peers, and 
historical valuation ranges of publicly traded comps, as well as the overall market trend since the most recent 

primary funding round of the company. As a matter 
of corporate policy, we do not publish specific market 
values for private companies as of any particular date, 
but we hope to provide our clients with the tools and 
framework they need to triangulate a reasonable range 
of investment values.

Waterfall Model: We have constructed Dropbox’s 
waterfall model based on the company’s public 
regulatory disclosures. We have modeled both M&A 
and IPO outcome scenarios for the company. These 
models provide values for each share class for a given 
enterprise value (EV) in a given liquidity outcome 
scenario. On SharesPost.com, we provide dynamic 
tools to generate probability-weighted expected return 
based on a liquidity outcome assumption. 

Multiple On Invested Capital (MOIC): How much money 
has the company raised, and what was the implied post-
money valuation at the end of each funding round? We 
focus on a valuation metric called Multiple On Invested 
Capital (MOIC) and benchmark it for Dropbox versus 
comparable private, public, and acquired peers.

Option-Pricing Model (OPM): This model simulates 
the probability-weighted expected return, estimating 
returns at the time of a future liquidity event (rather than 
a liquidation in the present). Companies generally grant 

stock options with a strike price set equal to the fair market value of the underlying shares. This typically requires a 
Section 409A valuation report and discount versus most recent preferred share series. One notable benefit to using 
the OPM is that it accounts for the economic rights observed in private company cap tables, such as preferred 
liquidation preferences and share-class seniority. However, a traditional OPM approach (say, based on a Black-
Scholes-Merton model) for private companies relies on a number of inputs and assumptions, such as expected 
time to exit, risk-free rate today, and volatility derived from similar publicly traded companies. Effectively, valuation 
output generated by an OPM approach very much depends on the quality and selection of inputs. In this report, 
we have not provided or concluded a range of values using this approach, but we acknowledge its potential use 
by some shareholders of VC-backed private companies.

Publicly Traded Comparable Companies: For a given set of comparable publicly traded companies, what is 
the range of Revenue and EBITDA multiples, and how do they index versus Revenue and EBITDA growth rates? 
Furthermore, how have these publicly traded companies trended since their most recent primary round? There 
are two basic caveats in applying multiples of publicly traded comparable companies to private companies: The 
private company may not be close to an IPO event, and we may not have access to reliable financial projections 
for private companies.

“It is better to be involved in 
a company with accelerating 
potential return than to get 
hung up on valuation.”
– John Burbank, Passport Capital

“We prefer to buy a company 
growing 25 percent per year 
trading at 25x earnings 
[versus a slow- growing 
company at a discounted 
valuation]. In 2.5 years, it will 
double its earnings.”
– Julian Robertson, Tiger Global
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Mutual Fund Holdings: We have observed that a growing number of traditional, public, equity-focused mutual 
funds report valuations for their respective holdings of private company shares. At SharesPost, we have tracked 
over 3,500 distinct data points disclosed by more than 65 mutual-fund tickers for more than 50 private companies. 
We believe these public fund marks, along with the directional trend in these public fund marks, provide key 
insights into near-term valuation levels of private companies.

Secondary Market Transactions: SharesPost is a leading provider of liquidity to the private growth asset class, 
generating material, proprietary secondary transaction pricing data. While a variety of factors can affect secondary 
market pricing, we regard recently completed secondary market transactions as useful input to valuation 
calculations. Such transactions include: implicit signals regarding the market’s discount for lack of marketability/
liquidity, discount for commons shares versus most recent preferred shares, and other information.

As a first step, we recap Dropbox’s fundraising activity to date. Please note that Dropbox’s cap table below is 
based on all the public filings, including recent Certificates of Incorporation, and does not include debt capital 
raised or committed to Dropbox. We have estimated the number of common shares based on the most recent 
publicly reported valuation.

Exhibit 46: Dropbox Funding Rounds 

Shares type Date Est. shares 
outstanding

Issue
price/share $ invested Conversion 

ratio Liq. pref. order Further 
participation

Participation 
cap Dividend

Common  303,026,336 1.0

Series A1 10/31/2008  78,023,640 $0.01605 $1,252,279 1.0 1 No No 8%

Series A 10/18/2011  95,810,910 $0.06263 $6,000,637 1.0 1 No No 8%

Series B 2/27/2012  29,268,103 $9.04910 $264,849,991 1.0 1 No No 8%

Series C 1/29/2014  18,323,456 $19.10120 $350,000,000 1.0 1 No No 8%

Total  524,452,445 $622,102,908

Source: SharesPost Research; Certificate of incorporation filed in State of Delaware; Pitchbook

Based on the above cap table, we have illustrated Dropbox’s M&A and IPO outcome scenario payouts for 
individual share classes. Please note that these waterfall models are based on a proprietary model constructed 
by SharesPost, along with SharesPost Research’s interpretation of the various terms and clauses for individual 
share classes, including liquidation preferences, participation, and liquidation preference order.

Exhibit 47: Dropbox M&A Waterfall Model 

 $0  $1.20  $2.40  $3.60  $4.80  $6.00  $7.20  $8.40  $9.60  $10.80  $12.00
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0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

20.00

25.00
Exit Price Per Share
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Source: SharesPost Research; Certificate of incorporation filed in State of Delaware; Pitchbook
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Next, we have benchmarked the MOIC, defined as “implied post-money valuation divided by amount raised to 
date” for private, acquired, and public companies. We note that this multiple is different from the M multiple 
tracked to gauge the performance of private equity funds. However, in a way, this multiple measures the estimated 
returns for every dollar invested in a private or public company, assuming that every dollar has the identical 
amount of ownership in the company. We understand that this is a big caveat and also that every company has a 
different level of capital intensity. Additionally, the potential to return invested capital depends upon the stage of 
the company.

However, we observed a level of correlation across companies that had raised, for example, $150 million in capital 
and went public, or were acquired, or remained private. We illustrate the findings from our study in the charts 
below, and also highlight Dropbox’s relevant funding rounds. We have included only those transactions that 
resulted in the implied post-money valuation of the company being greater than $1 billion (or else the company 
raised more than $100 million in the funding round to be considered a part of this study’s sample set).

We highlight the following takeaways from this analysis:

1. MOIC for companies within a sector tend to be within a tight range. We think MOICs can be used 
as a proxy for capital efficiency within a sector and not across sectors. For example, compared 
to consumer internet companies, enterprise software companies tend to be valued at a higher 
multiple of private capital raised. We believe this is due to the higher potential gross margin of 
enterprise software companies as compared to consumer internet companies. 

2. MOIC declines as companies raise more private capital. We observed this pattern across 
currently private companies as well as previously VC-backed companies that went public. As the 
companies raised more capital, their value as a multiple of capital raised declined.

Exhibit 48: Comparing multiple on invested capital for recent IPOs and M&A transactions
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Source: SharesPost Research; Certificate of incorporation filed in State of Delaware; Pitchbook

We then provide historical valuation multiple ranges and historical growth rates for leading public tech companies. 
Our primary objective in providing these valuation ranges is to assist readers with a frame of reference and help 
them construct arguments such as: “If Dropbox’s next 12 months’ projected revenue growth is in the 50–75 percent 
range, then a reasonable valuation multiple based on my 2019 revenue estimates will be in the 8x and 12x range.” 
However, if Dropbox’s revenue growth exceeds 75 or 100 percent, then Dropbox will be able to obtain a premium 
valuation versus large technology companies. In the charts below, we illustrate peak historical multiples as well 
as peak revenue growth rates. For instance, as a public company, LinkedIn was valued at 16x one-year forward 
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revenues when LinkedIn’s top-line growth projection clearly exceeded 100 percent. Similarly, Snapchat recently 
went public with an estimated multiple of 15x one-year forward revenues, and its expected revenue growth rate 
clearly exceeded 100 percent. 

Exhibit 49: Comparing EV/Revenue valuation multiples across Software Companies by size & growth
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Exhibit 50: Comparing EV/Revenue valuation multiples for Software Companies by Sector 
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Exhibit 51: Comparing EV/Revenue valuation multiples for Software Companies by size and growth rates 
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If Dropbox pursues an IPO route, and if Dropbox goes public in 1H:18 (or roughly within 12 months from today), we’d 
guess that prospective and potential public investors in Dropbox shares will calculate the company’s enterprise 
value based on an average of 2018 and 2019 estimates. We acknowledge there are a lot of “ifs” in this opening 
sentence; however, based on publicly available information and applying reasonable growth rates, we have 
constructed a fairly basic Dropbox financial top-line model. We summarize the key metrics from our financial 
estimates in the chart below.

Exhibit 52: Dropbox Financial Scenarios 
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If Dropbox’s forecasted revenue growth exceeds 25 percent for 2020, and if Dropbox’s forecasted profitability is 
above 10% (from an adjusted EBITDA margin standpoint), we’d guess investors would be comfortable applying a 
“mid-to-high” single-digit EV/Revenue multiple. Our upside scenario leads us to believe that Dropbox could go 
public with a $10B market cap, essentially a flat round versus its most recent private funding round. We summarize 
two hypothetical scenarios in the exhibit below.

Exhibit 53: Dropbox Financial Scenarios

2018E 2019E Low High Low High Average

Base Case Scenario $1.2 $1.4 5.0x 6.0x $7.2 $7.5 $7.4

Upside Scenario $1.4 $1.8 6.0x 7.0X $9.7 $10.6 $10.2
z 

Net Revenues EV/Revenue Multiple Implied Enterprise Value

Source: SharesPost Research; Company reports; Consensus Wall Street estimates

So, what does this mean from a profitability standpoint? Peak EBITDA multiples for marketplaces have hovered 
around 60–80x one–year forward estimates. Additionally, peak EV/EBITDA multiples for SaaS companies have 
hovered around 40–50x one-year forward estimates. Assuming investors would be reluctant to pay beyond this 
range, on a $10B EV, we estimate Dropbox’s implied EBITDA is in the range of $200–250MM in 2019 (or overall 
EBITDA margins are expected to be at least 10% in 2019). Put another way, we’d estimate a $10B IPO for Dropbox 
in the next 12 months, if 2019 forecasted revenue growth exceeds 25 percent and 2019 forecasted profitability 
exceeds 10% (from an adjusted EBITDA margin standpoint).
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Appendix 

Dropbox Acquisitions 

Exhibit 54: Dropbox Has Acquired More Than 20 Companies in the Past Five Years 

Date Company Description

Feb-2012 Cove Group collaboration and communication

Jul-2012 TapEngage Tablet-optimized advertising

Sep-2012 Anchovi Labs Photo album organization and sharing tools

Dec-2012 Snapjoy Online photo storage service and library

Dec-2012 Audiogalaxy Online cloud music player

Mar-2013 Zulip Workplace chat solutions for desktop and mobile

Mar-2013 Mailbox iOS mobile email management app

Jul-2013 Endorse Mobile shopping loyalty app

Sep-2013 Foundry Hiring Human resources startup

Nov-2013 PiCloud Pay-as-you-go cloud computing platform

Nov-2013 Sold iOS mobile app for selling and and shipping items online

Mar-2014 Loom Photo storage and sync service

Mar-2014 Readmill ebook reader for mobile

Apr-2014 Hackpad Document-collaboration web and mobile app

May-2014 Bubbli 3D technology mobile app

Jun-2014 Parastructure Stealth data analysis software

Jun-2014 MobileSpan BYOD enterprise security

Jun-2014 Droptalk Browser-based content sharing and messaging

Jul-2014 Predictive Edge Technologies Behavioral analytics

Jan-2015 CloudOn Mobile document creation and editing

Source: SharesPost Research; Dropbox press releases; CB Insights; PitchBook
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Management Team 

Exhibit 55: Dropbox Management Team 

Name Title Year joined
# of years at current 

position
Prior experience

Andrew Houston Co-Founder & Chief Executive Offi  cer 2007 10 Entrepreneur

Arash Ferdowsi Co-Founder 2007 10 Entrepreneur

Ajay Vashee CFO 2012 5 Morgan Stanley, New Enterprise Associates 

Dennis Woodside COO 2014 3 Motorola/Google, McKinsey & Co.

Carolyn Feinstein CMO 2016 1 Electronic Arts

Quentin Clark SVP, Product 2017 0 SAP, Microsoft

Morgan Kyauk Corp Dev 2016 1 FireEye, Juniper Networks

Source: SharesPost Research; Dropbox Blog and News archive; PitchBook

Board of Directors 

Exhibit 56: Dropbox Board of Directors

Name
Year joined 
company board

# of years on board Current company
Other board 
representation

Public company board 
experience?

Condoleezza Rice 2007 3 RiceHadleyGates Nonprofi t Foundations No

Bryan Schreier 2007 6 Sequoia Capital Several No

Bob Mylod 2014 3 Annox Capital Priceline Yes

Paul Jacobs 2016 1 Qualcomm First, OneWeb & Light Yes

Drew Houston 2007 10 Dropbox N/A Unknown 

Arash Ferdowsi 2007 10 Dropbox N/A Unknown 

Source: SharesPost Research; Dropbox Blog and News archive; PitchBook
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Reading List/Watching List 

Exhibit 57: Reading and Watching List

Date Type Publisher Description Links

Apr-2007 Investor pitch Y Combinator Dropbox Y Combinator Application http://www.businessinsider.com/dropbox-y-combinator-
application-from-2007-by-drew-houston-2013-9

Jan-2012
Research 
report

Several university 
researchers

Inside Dropbox: Understanding Personal 
Cloud Storage Services

https://research.utwente.nl/en/publications/inside-
dropbox-understanding-personal-cloud-storage-services

Jan-2013
Research 
report

Several university 
researchers

Looking Inside the (Drop) Box https://www.usenix.org/conference/woot13/workshop-
program/presentation/kholia

Jun-2014
Intralinks/
Harris Poll

Survey Enterprise IT CIO Survey https://www.intralinks.com/sites/default/fi les/fi le_attach/
via14_65324_email_harrispaper_v1.1.pdf

Jan-2015 White paper SecureDocs Dropbox vs. Virtual Data Rooms https://www.securedocs.com/whitepapers/dropbox-vs-
virtual-data-room-a-comparison

Mar-2016
Research 
report

Forrester
Enterprise File Sync and Share Platforms, 
Cloud Solutions, Q1 2016

https://www.forrester.com/report/The+Forrester+Wave+E
nterprise+File+Sync+And+Share+Platforms+Cloud+Solutions
+Q1+2016/-/E-RES123983

Jun-2016
Video/
interview

Bloomberg
Interview With CEO at Bloomberg Tech 
Conference

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-04-26/
dropbox-reaches-key-profi t-milestone-ceo-says

Jul-2016
Research 
report

Gartner
Cloud Computing Deployments Should 
Begin With Service Defi nition

https://www.gartner.com/doc/3393517/cloud-
computing-deployments-begin-service

Jul-2016
Research 
report

Gartner
Magic Quadrant for Enterprise File 
Synchronization and Sharing

https://blogs.dropbox.com/business/2016/07/gartner-
enterprise-fi le-sync-and-share-efss/

Jul-2016
Video/
interview

Fortune 
Interview With CEO & COO at Fortune 
Brainstorm Tech Conference

http://fortune.com/2016/07/11/dropbox-controlling-its-
own-tech/

Sep-2016
Investor 
presentation

Box Financial analyst day 2016 https://www.boxinvestorrelations.com/events/event-
details/2016/Box-Financial-Analyst-Day/default.aspx

Sep-2016
Research 
report

Gartner IT Market Clock for the Digital Workplace https://www.gartner.com/doc/3437718/it-market-clock-
digital-workplace

Nov-2016 White paper Cisco Cisco Global Cloud Index
https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/m/en_us/service-
provider/ciscoknowledgenetwork/fi les/622_11_15-16-
Cisco_GCI_CKN_2015-2020_AMER_EMEAR_NOV2016.pdf

Nov-2016 Survey IDG Enterprise Cloud Computing Survey https://www.idgenterprise.com/resource/research/2016-
idg-enterprise-cloud-computing-survey/

Nov-2016 Video The Information
Bridging Consumer and the Enterprise: 
Dropbox COO Dennis Woodside

https://events.theinformation.com/events/2016-san-
francisco-subscriber-summit/recap

Dec-2016
Investor 
presentation

Bessemer Venture 
Partners

State of the Cloud Report 2017 https://www.slideshare.net/ByronDeeter/state-of-the-
cloud-2017-72021644

Dec-2016 News article Business Insider
Drew Houston Turned a Lost USB Drive Into 
a $10 Billion Business 

http://www.businessinsider.com/how-drew-houston-
grew-dropbox-into-a-10-billion-business-2016-12

Jan-2017
Research 
report

IDC Enterprise SaaS Applications Run Rate

https://www.forbes.com/sites/
louiscolumbus/2014/12/20/idc-predicts-saas-
enterprise-applications-will-be-a-50-8b-market-by-
2018/#754a2dfe22a8

Jan-2017 News article MIT
Dropbox Could Have One of 2017’s Most 
Interesting IPOs

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/603204/dropbox-
could-have-one-of-2017s-most-interesting-ipos/

Feb-2017 White paper Dropbox Dropbox Reseller Program Guide
https://aem.dropbox.com/cms/content/dam/dropbox/
documents/en-us/reseller/dropbox_reseller-program-
guide.pdf

Apr-2017 Interview
Harvard Business 
School

Interview With CEO Drew Houston http://www.harbus.org/2017/interview-drew-houston-
founder-ceo-dropbox/

Ongoing White paper Dropbox Dropbox Business Security https://www.dropbox.com/guide/admin/security/
security-overview

Ongoing White paper Dropbox Dropbox Premier Partner Guide https://www.dropbox.com/business/technology-partners

Source: SharesPost Research; Dropbox Blog and News archive; PitchBook
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PLEASE READ THESE IMPORTANT LEGAL NOTICES AND DISCLOSURES
CONFLICTS: This report is being published by SharesPost Financial Corporation, a member of FINRA/SIPC. SharesPost 
Financial Corporation and SP Investments Management, LLC, an investment adviser registered with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission, are wholly owned subsidiaries of SharesPost, Inc. SP Investments Management is the investment 
manager of the SharesPost 100 Fund, a registered investment company, and other funds. These entities and funds 
(hereafter “SharesPost”) seek to do business with, own, and/or seek to own positions in the companies covered in this 
research report. Consequently, investors should be aware that SharesPost has a conflict of interest that could affect the 
objectivity of this report.

This report was originally prepared and distributed to institutional and certain private clients of SharesPost Financial 
Corporation. Recipients who are not market professionals or clients of SharesPost Financial Corporation should seek 
the advice of their own personal financial advisors before making any investment decisions based on this report. None 
of the information contained in this report represents an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, 
any security, and no buy or sell recommendation should be implied, nor shall there be any sale of these securities in 
any state or governmental jurisdiction in which said offer, solicitation, or sale would be unlawful under the securities 
laws of any such jurisdiction. This report does not constitute an offer to provide investment advice or service. Registered 
representatives of SharesPost Financial Corporation do not (1) advise any member on the merits or advisability of a 
particular investment or transaction, or (2) assist in the determination of fair value of any security or investment, or (3) 
provide legal, tax, or transactional advisory services.

Information regarding companies in the SharesPost 100 List available on the website has been collected from or 
generated from publicly available sources. The availability of company information does not indicate that such company 
has endorsed, supports, or otherwise participates with SharesPost. Company “thesis” is the opinion of SharesPost and is 
not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold any security of such company.

Investors should be aware that the SharesPost 100 Fund (the “Fund”) may or may not have an ownership interest in any 
of the issuers that are discussed in the report at any given point in time. Accordingly, investors should not rely on the 
content of this report when deciding whether to buy, hold, or sell interests in the Fund. Instead, investors are encouraged 
to do their own independent research. Before investing in the Fund, investors are cautioned to consider the investment 
objectives, risks, charges, and expenses carefully before investing. For a prospectus with this and other information 
about the Fund, please visit www.sharespost100fund.com. Read the prospectus carefully before investing.

ANALYST CERTIFICATION: The analyst(s) certifies that the views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal 
views of such analyst(s) about any and all of the subject securities or issuers, and that no part of such analyst 
compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly related to the specific views contained in this report.

Analyst compensation is based upon various factors, including the overall performance of SharesPost, Inc. and its 
subsidiaries, and the performance and productivity of such analyst, including feedback from clients of SharesPost 
Financial Corporation and other stakeholders in our ecosystem, the quality of such analyst’s research and the analyst’s 
contribution to the growth and development of our overall research effort. Analyst compensation is derived from all 
revenue sources of SharesPost, Inc., including brokerage sales.

DISCLAIMER: This report does not contain a complete analysis of every material fact regarding any issuer, industry, or 
security. The opinions expressed in this report reflect our judgment at this date and are subject to change. The information 
contained in this report has been obtained from sources we consider to be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee the 
accuracy of all such information.

Any securities offered are offered by SharesPost Financial Corporation. SharesPost Financial Corporation and SP 
Investments Management are wholly owned subsidiaries of SharesPost, Inc. Certain affiliates of these entities may act 
as principals in such transactions.

Investing in private company securities is not suitable for all investors. An investment in private company securities is 
highly speculative and involves a high degree of risk. It should only be considered as a long-term investment.

(continued on next page)
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You must be prepared to withstand a total loss of your investment. Private company securities are also highly illiquid and 
there is no guarantee that a market will develop for such securities. Each investment also carries its own specific risks 
and you should complete your own independent due diligence regarding the investment, including obtaining additional 
information about the company, opinions, financial projections and legal or other investment advice.

Accordingly, investing in private company securities is appropriate only for those investors who can tolerate a high 
degree of risk and do not require a liquid investment.

SharesPost, the SharesPost logo, My SharesPost, SharesPost Index, SharesPost Investment Management, SharesPost 
100 Fund, and SharesPost 100 List are all registered trademarks of SharesPost, Inc. All other trademarks are the property 
of their respective owners.

Copyright © SharesPost, Inc.  2017.  All rights reserved.
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